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Ciry of Saco
2005
Annual Report
3001VIain StreetacolVlaine 04072
sacomaineorg
PatzciaL Kidley
Began employment ith the City onJuly 7976
Administrative Assistantfor the Building Inspection and
PlanningOce976through retirement in 2005
29year ofdedicated ervice
P atricia Ridle was born in the BiddefordSaco areaY
She was educated in the Saco School system and graduated from Thornton Academy in
1956 Pat started her career with the City of Saco in the 70s as a secretary for the
Parks and Recreation Department After the passage of the Tax Cap many employees
were laid off due to budget constraints and Pat was among those who lost their job
She worked briefly for a cable television company before returning to work for the City
this time as an Administrative Assistant for the Code Enforcement Department
Pat had the uncanny ability to tell who was on the other end of aphone call
even when that person would not identify themselves We considered this avery early
form of caller ID She would also be able to recall approvals permits and various
transactions of property within the City many times being able to recite who owned
the property who the previous owners were and more often than not being able to
recite the proper tax map and lot number for the parcel To this day the Codes
Department occasionally contacts her to tap into her fantastic institutional memory
Pat has been married to Al Ridley for 47 years and they are the proud parents
of 4 girls Penny Lori Debbie and Mary Lou They have 6 grandchildren and live in
a converted schoolhouse on the Ferry Road She retired from the Codes Department
after 29 years of dedicated service to the City of Saco
Thank you Pat foryour manyyears of devoted service to the City ofSaco
and we wish you wellin allyour future endeavors
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Our vision is a high quality of life for Saco citizens
Central to this vision is a sustainable economy that offers
an opportunity foreveryone to have rewarding employment and
for business to prosper now and in the future
The people of Saco bring this vision into reality by working together
and building on our tradition of hard work dedication and
ingenuity
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Saco Maine
A Brief History
or centuries inprehistoric times the dramatic falls of the Saco River near
where it now crosses Main Street attracted summer visits from the Native
people for seasonal fishing and hunting By the early 17th century the safe harbor
and abundant natural resources attracted European visitors In 1617 a company of
adventurers led by Richard Vines weathered a winter at the mouth of the river in a
place still known as Winter Harbor After subsequent visits permanent settlers
arrived in 1631 Both sides of the river were considered as one town known first as
Saco and after 1718 as Biddeford For the next century the town remained sparsely
settled because of the devastation of frequent wars with the Natives and the French
The fortunes of the small settlement changed in 1716 when William Pepper
rell a young merchant from Kittery purchased 5000 acres and timber rights to an
additiona14500 acres on the east side of the Saco Pepperrell sold off parts of his
holdings to millwright Nathaniel Weare and mariner Humphrey Scamman to help
expedite his lumbering operation The eastern settlement principal roads Main
Street and the Portland Buxton and Ferry Roads were laid out in 1718
The village grew steadily throughout the 18th century In 1752 Sir William
Pepperrell then an English Baronet donated four acres of land near the falls to the
town for use as a village common a burying ground and a site for a new meeting
house The settlers on the eastern bank separated from Biddeford in 1762 and named
the new village Pepperrellborough in honor of the townsbenefactor The town grew
rapidly in size and wealth as farming lumbering and ship building bloomed and
prospered By the time of the Revolution the growth of international commerce
in the town required the government to establish a customs house near the wharves
In 1805 the town dropped the weighty and difficult to spell name Pepperrell
borough in favor of the simpler ancientname Saco The 19th century brought
modern industrial capital development to Saco The first corporation a nail factory
was established in 1811 The factory was such a paying venture that it was followed
in 1825 by the first of many cotton milling factories In the next 25 years Saco could
boast of dozens of industries from cotton mills and machine shops to iron foundries
and cigar factories With the development of massive cotton mills on the western falls
of the river the sister cities of Biddeford and Saco became leaders of manufacturing in
the industrial age
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tis with great pleasure thatIsubmit the 2005 AnnualReport in
accordance with theprovisions ofthe Charter ofthe City ofSaco
Chronicled within these pages are the activities of the municipal
departments and the Board ofEducation alorg with an depende
audit of the Citysfinances
CityAlministator
This has been a great year for the City and a year where
we have had to say good bye to two dedicated long term em
ployees Sue Spath and Pat King
Sue Spath worked for the City for 32 years and for 24
of those years she was the Director of the Parks and Recrea
tion program We extend to Sue a wealth of gratitude for the
hard work and dedication she placed in the program and for
laying the foundation for the recreation program the cit en
joys today
Pat King worked for the Cityr for 18 years and for the
last4 of those years she was the Tax Collector Pat was a
meticulous and dedicated employee We wish her and her
family well as they travel the CoastRVing
As we bid farewell to Sue and Pat the City welcomes Di
rector ofParks and Recreation Joe Hirsch and Tax Collec
tor Stephanie Weaver
Iwould also like to express my appreciation and grati
tude for the CityTspaid employees and volunteers who make
this community a great place to enjoy
Iam in my seventh year as your citradministrator
Looking back over a career in municipal government that
spans over25 years I have never been part ofsuch an active
and challenging time and circumstances as here and now I
hope Tou share myT optimism for our Citys future and will
become actively involved in helping to shape it
Ithas been a pleasure to sereeyou
Respectfully submitted
Richard R Michaud
CitTAdministrator
Highlights of the Yeas
The City invested hundreds of hours negotiat
ing an agreement with Maine Energy Recovery
Company MERC ending in July and laying
the foundation for the cities of Biddeford and
Saco to MERC for 28 million The voters
were asked to raise Sacos share of 10 mil
lion they voted no and the City Council opted
to move forward with the contract dispute liti
gation and alternatives to MERC
Two large projects undertaken by the City in
2005 promise to pay dividends for decades to
come 1 In the downtown workers made
huge progress on reconstructing Main Street
and Pepperell Square The project features new
sidewalks and curbs textured tip downs for
improved access and safety for pedestrians at
crosswalks and new paving In Pepperell
Square the crosswalks are textured and in one
case raised to improve public safety All elec
tric and other overhead utilities have been re
moved as have the rusty old trolley poles
New high quality street lights sidewalk lights
and poles make Main Street look great day or
night 2 On Portland Road RJ Grondin
Construction completed most of the Mill
Brook Business Park This tenlot 80 acre
park is directly across from Route 1 from the
Spring Hill section of the Saco Industrial Park
The park represents the latest in the citys three
decades of efforts to diversify the local econ
omy In addition to the usual industrial park
utilities it features a connection to the Eastern
Trail walking path
Richard R Michaud
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it ouncieort on oasor 2005
Maine Energy Recovery Company Resolution Concluded contract negotiations which included provisions to buy out the
facility ended without resolution A November bond was put to the voters to authorize X10 million to purchase the facility was
voted down br citizens In December 2005 the Council opted to resume the contract dispute lawsuit Milestone left Tip fee
calculation dispute is ongoing and consideration is being given to a citizens action under the Clean Air Act Next milestone to
select an alternative Municipal Solid Waste disposal site
To Finalize the Solution to Camp Ellis Erosion alternatives to mitigate the erosion have been evaluated Next milestone to
obtain permits for construction and select the best alternative solution and next to obtain proper authorization and funding to
complete the project
Address the Intersections on North StreetGa field Street to Park Street Applied for Portland Area Comprehensive
Committee PACTS funding and project funding was denied Next milestone apply again to PACTS for project funding
Reconstruct PleasantT mpleGree Street Area Preliminary cost estimates have been prepared and have been included in
the Capital Improvement Bond Next milestones Bond goes to voters November 2006 final engineei7ng request for proposals
bid opening in the Spring of 2007 construction to begin SummerFallof 2007
Keep Property Taxes Stable The mil rate has dropped 3 mils we have completed a revaluation resulting in propertyvalues
rising to full market value and a flat tax commitment is in place
Reduce Energy Consumption and Seek Alternative Energy SourcesTh Saco Energy Committee was formed an inventory
was done on facility energy use a complete lighting energy audit was done geo thermal heat pumps were evaluated and found to
be feasible in new construction only mind power generation was evaluated as well as setting up 2 monitoring devices to invest
in energy conservation is a quick payback The council included 3000 in the 078 budget Next milestones monitor wind for
12 consecutive months before deciding to move ahead or move ahead now and build 2 turbines the Public Works facility project
is to include appreciation of green technology
Enforcement of Junk Yard Ordinance Determined how manyr junkyards are located within the City 15No permits are
issued for junkyards a police officer and code officer made contact with all junkyard owners resulting in 3 court actions 5 came
into compliance and all 15 have responded to make improvements Next milestone What properties are left to be addressed and
ongoing identification and enforcement
Finish Construction of Mill Brook Business Park Sign installation complete surface pavement done landscaping finished
Next milestone sell lots
Finish Landfill Recreation Improvements subgraded will be complete806Next milestones build 4 multi purpose fields
build parking for 80 to 100 spaces
Establish Search Capacity for Council MinutesEval atedspecifications thestem should have requested proposals
selected National Code to provide service Next milestone installation and training utilize the data
Build a Transfer StationCouncil reviewed the concept plan at Foss Road landfill site an assessment was prepared for all
alternative sites in the City a request for proposal process was done Next milestone evaluate proposals select a contractor who
will provide municipal solid waste transfer and disposal services
Increase Commercial Recycling There were 10 commercial recycling contracts in015 there are 22 cunenfl a mailing was
sent out to commercial businesses informing them about recycling implemented an incentive to recycle byr increasing tip fee to
80 per ton Next milestone continue to sign up new commercial businesses for the recycling program
Continue to Acquire Open Space through the Land for Sacos Future Program The Cite acquired a portion of the
Horton property on Simpson Road and the sandy bottom parcel consisting of 13 acres at the Ferry Road fishing area Next
milestone balance of 1 million continue to find properties that meet the criteria
Cj
Association of Government Accountants Certificate for Excellence in service efforts and accomplishments reporting
Tirst AnnualPerformance Measurement Report
Government Finance Officer Association of US and Canada Certificate for Excellence in Financial Reporting 2005
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Government Finance Office Association Distinguished Budget Presentation Award
2005 iVlaine Municipal Association Annual Municipal Report Competition Award of Excellence presented to the City of
Saco for 2004 Annual Report
City Clerk Lucette Pelleiin achieved the Second Level of the Master Municipal Clerk Academy
Deputy Fire Chief John Duross and CaptainilIarc Paquette received a plaque for 25 years of service to the City of Saco
The 1Vlaine Town City Management Association presented a plaque to the City of Saco
naming City Administrator Richard R iVlichaud the LING STACKPOLE MANAGER OF THE YEAR for 2005
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Personnel Administrator
Phone 2828204
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I Citizens of Saco I
Legislative Department
Mayor City Council
City Administratration Department
City Administrator
Public Works Department
Public Works Director
Building Inspection Code Enforcement Dept
Code Enforcement Officer
Planning Economic Development Department
Economic Development Director
Tax Assessing Department
Assessor
Police Department
Police Chief
Harbor Master
City Clerk Department
City Clerk
Legal Department
City Attorney
Fire Department
Fire Chief
Finance Department
Finance Director
Emergency Management Director
Parks Recreation Department
Parks Recreation Director
Education Department
Board of EducationSuperintende t
Scope ofOperations
The Human Resources Department supports 162 regular full time and approximately 8
parttime employees as well as 35 paid oncall firefighters and various more casual workers
including 25 election workers 7 crossing guards an animal control officer 3 temporary clerks in
Voter Registration and up to 50 parttime summer employees This work includes issues around
hiring and firing employees policy making and enforcement with the administration and other
departments resolving issues with employees and overseeing several general training programs
and the employee benefits program The Human Resources Department also negotiates with the
help ofprofessional consultants 3 year contracts with the 8 employee unions that the City deals
with which negotiations begin the year prior to contract expiration and usually run into the first
year ofanew contract period During contract negotiation periods approximately 70 ofHuman
Resources time is dedicated to this issue
Use ofResources There is 1 full time employee in the Human Resources Department Neighbor
ing towns of similar size and overall budget Biddeford and Scarborough employ 1 and 2 in their
Human Resources Departments respectively
Of the total city services budget the Human Resources Department is part of the City Admini
stration Department that utilizes 4851 in FY 2004 to perform their duties or a per capita
cost to citizens in x05of1170 01132 in 2004 In terms of a median home valued at
15000 1145 of the annual property tax bill in fiscal year 2005 of2385 funded the city
administration department
Department Service Delivery Goals
1 The City recognizes that the Citysemployees are aconsiderable resource that requires
investment to ensure that we have the talents and skills needed to meet the needs
of the City As such Human Resources must provide continuing support to all
employees to enhance their education by providing level or increasing hours of
training each year to all employees
The Dpartynentfocuses on improving skills through training of the existing avorkforce in order to meet the changing
needs ofSaco especially in light of the low rate of response from candidates to job openings with
the City
2 To retain happy and longterm employees who bring along their knowledge
expertise and skills to help teach other employees through ongoing communication with
employees and through annuallyT surveyTing employees on various issues about their work
and work environment
The Department recognises it costs more to hire and train new employees and so strives to retain long term
employees
3 To provide a safer work environment by providing ongoi g safety training and
frequently updating the Safety Manual in order to reduce the number of reportable workers
compensation injuries in each fiscal year
1
Performance Data The measures used by the Human Resources Department to gauge its
performance in achieving these goals are as follows
1 To identify and implement new trainings appropriate for those areas of the staff that are
underserved they currently get no or very little ongoing training and to maintain current
levels of training or increase as opportunities arise for those areas of the staff that
receive ongoing training Service Delivery Goal 1
Total Training Costs FY 2005 and2004
2005 2004
Training Total of Training Total of
Expenditures Personnel Total Expenditures Personnel Total
City Administration 3049 171788 177 1276 168914 076
Finance 3666 2747 133 2431 2974 0 082
Technology 92566 00 300 49177 061
CityGerk 1080 102817 105 1577 103037 153
Assessing 522 123891 042 714 118857 060
Inspection 1538 17338 089 1459 164755 089
PlanningEco Development 535 152569 035 118 153007 08
Police 16425 212862 077 18402 2008962 092
Fire 9246 609146 057 1077 15238 6 067
Public Works 4984 4711 034 7446 130641 057
Parks Recreation 838 398287 021 788 382853 021
WasteWater Treatment 3235 431676 075 3299 513024 064
TOTAL 45118 71302 063 47987 6790318 071
At3of total personnel 213907 203710
Additional resources needed 168789 155723
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2 Tracking annual turnover rates with a target of 5 or lower
Service Delivery Goa12
City of Saco
Employee Turnover Rates
Total Total of
Year Turnovers Employees Total
2000 9 1325 679
2001 14 1375 108
2002 11 1485 741
2003 13 155 836
2004 6 160 375
2005 10 162 617
Ketiren nts of baby boomers 2 in 2005 are beginning toiact turnover rues in Saco
3 Tracking reportable injuries in each fiscal year as a percent of total city
work force and maintain at less than 5 Service Delivery Goal 3
City of Saco
Reportable Injuries
Total Total of
Year Injuries Employees Total
2000 1 1325 075
2001 1 1375 073
2002 0 1485 00
2003 1 155 064
2004 1 160 063
2005 2 162 123
Citizen Survey Human Resources is a department serving internal customers within the city
organization and not external customers such as citizens except if they were to apply for
jobs with the city Therefore the citizen survey is not a useful tool for gauging performance
of the human resources department However the human resource director administers an
employee survey about every other year beginning in 2002 to gauge employee satisfaction
within their respective departments The first employee survey was administered in January
of 2002
These scores were used as the benchmark for department heads to establish plans to improve
employee satisfaction within their respective departments The survey was then administered
again at the end of that same year and in all instances but 1 department the scores were
improved
IZ
The most recent survey was administered in January of 2005 for the month ending
December 2004 The table following reports the results from the first 2 surveys
administered
Department Heads
Public Works Department
Assessing Department
Finance Department
Building Inspection Department
Planning Development Department
Parks Recreation Department
Wastewater Treatment Plant
City ClerkGene al Assistance Department
Fire Department
Police Department
Average
Employee Survey Results
Average Score 15
January 2005 January 2004 December 2002 January 2002
Results Results Results Results
48 4 49 4
40 45 3 30
40 28 40 40
47 40 40 28
30 40 50 47
50 40 45 40
43 40 38 40
36 35 40 39
36 30 50 45
41 39 41 40
35 40 39 36
41 38 42 39
Again given the small number ofeloyees in total and by department one unhappy employee signifi
cantly affects the results
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ssessin
epartmert
Dan Sanborn Assessor
dsanborn@sacomaineg
Phone 207821611
1BIrsslor Staterrrer 7 assessallpretyrthe city in a fair
ard equitable lnanrer
Scope of Operations The Saco City Assessor is responsible for assessing all property in the
city in order to determine the value for taxation purposes In FY05 this included
7815 properties in five classes or types of properties residential industrial commercial
agricultural and special purpose properties such as those owned by utilities The
majority of properties in Saco are residential and agricultural approx 400 are commercial
and industrial and special purpose number about 50
Use of Resources The Assessing Department employs 3 full time and 2 part time
employees who are responsible for a valuation of178942800 at 100 Neighboring
towns of similar demographics such as Biddeford and Scarborough employ 4 and 3
people who are responsible for valuations of approximately16060 0 at 85 and
3256841900 at 100 respectively
Of the total city services budget the Assessing Department utilizes 45 42 in FY 2004
to perform their duties or a per capita cost to citizens in FY 2005 of 1057933 in FY
2004 In terms of a median home valued at 15000 1073 of the
annual property tax bill in fiscal year 2005 of2385 funded the Assessing Department
Department Service Delivery Goals
1 Each assessment cycle will be at 90100 of current market value with a quality
rating of less than 10
14
ssessin Continued
Currently property values in Saco are assessed at approximately 9 9 of the current or real market
value A range approaching 900 is allozzed by state lazy ivhen a municpality drops to below 70
they must revalue allpropery in their tozvn and itrects both the past inability of assessorsoces to
annually
accurately update values and so has become a defacto method used by municipalities to controlproperty
taxes and it also reflects cr2rrent limitations of the mass valuation process arhereby some leeway ispermit
ted in order to ensure eguiy
A quality rating is issued by the state and is a mathematical calcdation of hozv close amuniczpality is to
900 of current market value and hozv much any single given property waversfrom the municipalitys
stated assessment levelfor allproperties Any rating under 20 is acceptable 9y state standards
The impact of property values and the taxes they generate heavily influence on I
the citys strategic goal of meeting the citys financial needs to provide services
Performance Data The measures used by Assessing to gauge their performance in
achieving these goals are as follows
1 State Annual Audit Quality Rating Service Delivery Goal 1
State Annual Audit Quality Ratings
FY 2005 10 estimate not completed until winter
FY 2004 102
FY 2003 12
FY 2002 16
Current Biddeford 12
Current Scarborough 10 or better
15
2 Accurately value properties at 90100 in the next cycle Service Delivery
Goa12
In calendaryear 2003 avhen valuations of property starter to move closer to 00 of market rate ing72irzes
were received about the neav valuations Of those only 3 appealed theirpropery valuations to the courts and
none of those appeals resulted in change In 2004 as valuations were adjusted to approximately 85 of
full market rate only 744 inquiries avere received and only 2 avere appealed both commercial For 2005
with valuations adjusted to 9 offill market value there avere only 57 inquiries and appeal to date
3 Change in values for properties that are performed professionally Service Delivery
Goal 3
The professionally performed nezv valuations avill either rise over current valuations avhich will ensure that
these types of properties pay theirfairshare in thefuture and that other types of properties do not subsidise
them or these new valuations willfall avhich will ensure that these types of properties are not unfairly
burdened in the future The City had outside professionalsperform new valuations on the folloavingproperties
infiscalyear 20052 golf courses and 2 shopping centers the State provided valuations of utilities In
2006 all major apartmentprojects avill be valued in 2007 all of the dont and Koute One properties
avill be valued and in 2008 all of the industzalpark commercialproperties avill be valaied
1
Citizen Survev From the citizen perspective the Assessing Department is still seen as one
of the less satisfactory areas of the city government with a mean rating of 362 on a scale
of 1 to 5 where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied The mean rating
of 362 in and of itself is between neutral and somewhat satisfied but relative to other
ratings for the city it is not as positive However this rating is a slight improvement over last
years rating of 351 which information combined with the low number of valuation
inquiries last year indicates citizens are fairly accepting of the Assessing Department
performance Overall given the nature of work performed by the Assessing Department it
still seems possible that there is a negative association with Assessing and high property
taxes which continues to be an issue throughout the state that contributes to the lower
citizen satisfaction with this department versus other areas of city services
Very s
14
Neut
250
Somewhat satisfied
37
Very dissatisfied Somewhat dissatisfied Neutral
Somewhat satisfied Very satisfied Dontknow
To improve citizen access to the department Assessing expanded their public access data in
the city website The department also will offer inhouse training to realty related
professionals in 2006 with the goal being improved access to information and to make the
website more useful
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Somewhat
Dontknow Very dissatisfied dissatisfied
133
25 75
inaice
DeParlment
Lisa R Parker CPA Finance Director
lparkerasacomaineorg
Phone 20782103
Scope of Operations
The Finance Department processed approximately 80000 financial transactions for citizens in
FY05 and FY 04 and the department collected approximately 23 and 21 million in property
tax revenues as well as over 28 and 25 million in excise taxes and franchise fees in FY 05
and 04 respectively Overall the Finance Department was responsible for administering a
budget of just over 40 million in total expenses and 40 million in total revenues for both
fiscal years
Use of Resources There are 8 full time employees in the Finance Department not including
the Information Technology Director and an IT technician for FY 05 and 04 Neighboring
towns of similar size and overall budget Biddeford and Scarborough employ 1125 and 10 in
their Finance Departments without information technology respectively
Of the total city services budget the Finance Department utilized 83 94 in FY 2004 to
perform their duties or a per capita cost to citizens in FY 2005 of 20182087 in FY
2004 In terms of a median home valued at 15000 1980 of the annual property tax bill
in 2005 of2385 funded the Finance Department operations
Department Service Delivery Goals
1 For customer service representatives to provide friendly courteous and professional
assistance to citizens coming to City Hall to pay City taxes and fees billed and due
1
The Departvnentprocesses ahigh volume of payments in person with a staff of 5 cnstovner service
coa2nter clerks and the Departvnentfocz2ses on vnaintaining high ga2ality service avhile meeting the
devnands in financial activity
2 To provide the highest levels of financial communication to our citizenry
through timely and accurate financial and operational reporting and disclosure
The Departvnent strives to vneet and exceed national reporting standardsfor vnunicipalities
3 To assure that all City vendors are being paid timely through the Citys ac
counts
payable process
The Finance Departvnentpartners with a large naivnber of outside vendors and contractors and
keeps on good tuns with service providers by ensiri g tivnely payments
4 To provide the highest level of financial management of all resources
Various vneasures can be considered to assess the citysfinancial health and its vnanagevnent of its
resources and trends in performance can be vnonitored to alert the city advninistration of issues
The impact of the Finance Departments mission and service delivery goals heavily
influence on the citys Meeting Financial Needs strategic goal
Performance Data The measures used by the Finance Department to gauge their
performance in achieving these goals are as follows
1 At least 85 of the surveyed public note above average service received
Service
Delivery Goal 1
This vneasure will be explored below within the Citizen Survey Section
2 A The Comprehensive Annual Audited Financial Report is completed and
posted to the Citys website within 6 months following year end and receives
the Government Finance Officer Association GFOA Award distinction
Service Delivery Goal 2
1
Comarehensive Annual Financial Resort
Fiscal Year
Ending
Date
submitted
Award
Received
June 30 2005 1262005 pending results
June 30 2004 113020 4 Yes
June 30 2003 1124003 Yes
June 30 2002 1227002 Yes
June 30 2001 12200 1 Yes
June 30 2000 11200 0 No
B Distinguished Budget Presentation is completed and posted to the cityswebsite
within 90 days following the budget approval and receives the GFOA Award
distinction Service Delivery Goal 2
Distinguished Budget Presentation
Fiscal Date Council Date Award
Year Approved Submitted Received
2006 52005 725005 Yes
2005 6142004 827004 Yes
2004 527003 25003 Yes
2003 632002 823002 Yes
2002 42001 23001 No
C Performance Measurement Report on operational efficiencies is completed in
January of each year and posted to the citys website within that same month Service
Delivery Goal 2
Performance Measurement Report
Fiscal Date submitted AGAs Certificate
Year and posted to web of Excellence Awarded
2005 152006 pending results submission estimated at time of report prep
2004 1 52005 Yes
3 All vendors are paid within 20 days of invoice date unless not possible due
to improper documentation or discrepancies in documentation Service
Delivery Goal 3
1200463 7120042311200563 712005231
Days for payment invoices paid invoices paid invoices paid invoices paid
09 days 783 12 762 14 923 18 908 16
102 days 1930 31 1900 36 2104 41 2108 38
TOTAL FOR MEASURE 2713 43 2662 50 3027 59 3016 55
2130days 1612 26 1233 23 1095 21 160 21
3140days 876 14 561 11 465 9 655 12
4150days 370 6 364 7 185 4 293 5
5160days 137 2 206 4 97 2 141 3
6170days 179 3 68 1 39 1 64 1
over 70 days 382 6 217 4 191 4 198 4
TOTAL ALL 6269 100 5311 100 5099 100 527 100
Z
1Ylhile payment tuning is unproved overfiscalyear 2004 lack of properdocinentation and other out
side issues continue to slow the process
4 A To improve ormaintain the Citys bond rating Service Delivery Goal 4
A municpalitys bond rating affects the rate atwhich it can borrow money which means the better a bond
rating the City of Saco has the less it willpay in interest to borrow Forexamfe the unproved bond
rating achieved in 200 saved cztiens approximately 24 million in interestpayments over the 20year
term of the 2002 general obligation bond
Explanation of Bond Ratings
AAA Best quality highest grade extremely
strong capacity to pay principal and interest
payment is secured by a stable revenue
source
AA High quality very strong capacity to
pay principal and interest revenue sources
are only slightly less secure than for highest
grade bonds
A Upper medium quality strong capacity
to pay principal and interest but revenue
Bond
Year Rating
1938 A
1979 BBB
1982 BBB
1989 BBB
1993 A
2001 A
2004 AA
sources are considered to be susceptible to fluctuation in relevant economic conditions
BBB Medium grade quality adequate capacity to pay principal and interest but may
become unreliable if adverse economic conditions prevail
BB and lower Speculative quality low capacity to pay principal and interest represent
longterm risk whether relevant economic conditions are favorable or not
B Financial Ratios which compare the relationship between various financial factors and
with other influential factors such as population size provide indicators of the Citys
overall financial health Service Delivery Goa14
ZI
Citizen Survev In achieving its goal of at least 85 of the surveyed public note above
average service received Service Delivery Goal 1 the Finance Department again has fallen
just short on the most directly related citizen survey question 733 756in FY 2004 of
citizens surveyed responding that they are somewhat satisfied 33 or very
satisfied 400with the ease of doing business in person at City Hall However the
mean rating for fiscal year 2005 of 411 for this question has improved over last year 402 in
part due to the decline in responses from citizens citing some level of dissatisfaction with
doing business in person at City Hall Also of note citizens aged 55 or older were more
likely to rate this service area as satisfactory
i is s
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The Citys
administration including 2004 28 58 245 39 193 85 373
the Administrator
Office Finance
Department and City 2005 23 48 185 433 220 93 386
Clerks Office
2004 48 70 253 32 133 175 351
The CitysAssessing and
Valuations Office
2005 25 75 250 37 145 133 362
2004 28 65 130 39 36 23 402
The ease of doing
b i i Cius ness n person at ty
Hall
2005 18 43 158 33 400 50 411
The quality of the 2004 6 0 10 0 27 8 28 8 14 0 9 5 3 34information you receive 0
di h Ci b dregar ng t e ty u get
and the use of taxpayer 10 0
dollars 2005 45 248 320 180 108 355
The ease of voting in the 2004 05 20 90 338 478 70 436
City of Saco based on your
experience the last time
you voted in Saco 2005 15 25 83 268 558 53 40
ZZ
As a function of rating the overall city administration Administrators Office Finance
Department and City ClerksOffice The Finance Department is rated fairly positively
overall by citizens surveyed with a mean rating of 386 up slightly over last years rating of
373 on the scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied
While over65 are somewhat satisfied 433or very satisfied 220a large percent
of respondents 185are neutral neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the overall
performance of City Administration including the Finance Department and another 93
dontknow how to rate their satisfaction level
Once again despite the facts that show the Citys financial health are generally quite positive
as reported in performance measure 4 above citizens either are not hearing this good
news or do not equate sound financial management with good news for citizens
regarding the budget and use of taxpayer dollars When asked to rate the quality of the
information you receive regarding the City budget and the use of taxpayer dollars citizens
surveyed gave a mean rating of 355 on the 1 to 5 scale
Citizen lack of awareness of the citys positive financial situation may continue to reflect on
the larger communications issue also discussed in last years report As reflected in responses
to the two other questions about communications from the city citizens continue to rate city
efforts between neutral and somewhat satisfied This level of response still indicates
there is room for improvement in the matter of communications with the public
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City 2004 45 100 268 403 118 68 348
programs
and services 2005 38 113 30 30 170 75 349
Local issues 2004 45 113 245 400 105 93 345
and public
involvement
opportunities 2005 35 113 305 325 138 85 346
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In considering how citizens do get information about the citrbudget it is interesting to note
that over 63 of the citizens still rely on newspapers This finding supports the idea of
using the local newspapers to access citizens
Top Answers 2004 2005
Newspapers 670 638
Word of mouth 128 110
Local access television 1 3 78
Internet 115 58
Town meetings 80 5
The Pepperell Post 0 3
Other television 35 1 5
City Hall 23 15
Mail 40 15
Tax bill 03 10
Radio 18 03
Dontknow 28 45
NA Do not get information 70 11 8
As was proposed last year it also may be that citizens cannot separate concerns overproperty
valuations and their propernr tax payments from how well city revenues are used andorhow
well its resources are being financially managed In support of this consider how citizens
surveyed rated their feelings about Saco property taxes relative to the City services you receive
at a mean response of just 302 and 29 in FY 2004 one of the lowest ratings for the City
overall Over 20 of respondents said they were a poor value 163or a very poor
value45while over22 thought they were a good value 178or a very good
value48 and 495 thought they were about right Although the majority felt property
taxes were about right and older citizens tended to respond more favorably this is still a
neutral response neither satisfied nor dissatisfied and still brings the rating down especially
as compared to other ratings of citrperformance which overall have been much more positive
It may be that what drives lower ratings about Finance performance is this concern about
property taxes
Thus it still seems important for the City overall to both improve its communications efforts
including about the Finance Departments successes and also to work on educating citizens
about the value they are getting for their money
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Citizen Survey In achieving its goal of at least 85 of the surveyed public note above
average service received Service Delivery Goal 1 the Finance Department again has fallen
just short on the most directly related citizen survey question 733 756in FY 2004 of
citizens surveyed responding that they are somewhat satisfied 33 or very
satisfied 400with the ease of doing business in person at City Hall However the
mean rating for fiscal year 2005 of 411 for this question has improved over last year 402 in
part due to the decline in responses from citizens citing some level of dissatisfaction with
doing business in person at City Hall Also of note citizens aged 55 or older were more
likely to rate this service area as satisfactory
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The Citys
administration including 2004 28 58 245 39 193 85 373
the Administrator
Office Finance
Department and City 2005 23 48 185 433 220 93 386
Clerks Office
2004 48 70 253 32 133 175 351
The CitysAssessing and
Valuations Office
2005 25 75 250 37 145 133 362
2004 28 65 130 39 36 23 402
The ease of doing
b i i Cius ness n person at ty
Hall
2005 18 43 158 33 400 50 411
The quality of the 2004 6 0 10 0 27 8 28 8 14 0 9 5 3 34information you receive 0
di h Ci b dregar ng t e ty u get
and the use of taxpayer 10 0
dollars 2005 45 248 320 180 108 355
The ease of voting in the 2004 05 20 90 338 478 70 436
City of Saco based on your
experience the last time
you voted in Saco 2005 15 25 83 268 558 53 40
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As a function of rating the overall city administration Administrators Office Finance
Department and City ClerksOffice The Finance Department is rated fairly positively
overall by citizens surveyed with a mean rating of 386 up slightly over last years rating of
373 on the scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied
While over65 are somewhat satisfied 433or very satisfied 220a large percent
of respondents 185are neutral neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the overall
performance of City Administration including the Finance Department and another 93
dontknow how to rate their satisfaction level
Once again despite the facts that show the Citrs financial health are generally quite positive
as reported in performance measure 4 above citizens either are not hearing this good
news or do not equate sound financial management with good news for citizens
regarding the budget and use of taxpayer dollars When asked to rate the quality of the
information you receive regarding the City budget and the use of taxpayer dollars citizens
surveyed gave a mean rating of 355 on the 1 to 5 scale
Citizen lack of awareness of the citys positive financial situation may continue to reflect on
the larger communications issue also discussed in last years report As reflected in responses
to the two other questions about communications from the city citizens continue to rate city
efforts between neutral and somewhat satisfied This level of response still indicates
there is room for improvement in the matter of communications with the public
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City 2004 45 100 268 403 118 68 348
programs
and services 2005 38 113 30 30 170 75 349
Local issues 2004 45 113 245 400 105 93 345
and public
involvement
opportunities 2005 35 113 305 325 138 85 346
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In considering how citizens do get information about the citrbudget it is interesting to note
that over 63 of the citizens still rely on newspapers This finding supports the idea of
using the local newspapers to access citizens
Top Answers 2004 2005
Newspapers 670 638
Word of mouth 128 110
Local access television 1 3 78
Internet 115 58
Town meetings 80 5
The Pepperell Post 0 3
Other television 35 1 5
City Hall 23 15
Mail 40 15
Tax bill 03 10
Radio 18 03
Dontknow 28 45
NA Do not get information 70 11 8
As was proposed last year it also may be that citizens cannot separate concerns overproperty
valuations and their propernr tax payments from how well city revenues are used andorhow
well its resources are being financially managed In support of this consider how citizens
surveyed rated their feelings about Saco property taxes relative to the City services you receive
at a mean response of just 302 and 29 in FY 2004 one of the lowest ratings for the City
overall Over 20 of respondents said they were a poor value 163or a very poor
value45while over22 thought they were a good value 178or a very good
value48 and 495 thought they were about right Although the majority felt property
taxes were about right and older citizens tended to respond more favorably this is still a
neutral response neither satisfied nor dissatisfied and still brings the rating down especially
as compared to other ratings of citrperformance which overall have been much more positive
It may be that what drives lower ratings about Finance performance is this concern about
property taxes
Thus it still seems important for the City overall to both improve its communications efforts
including about the Finance Departments successes and also to work on educating citizens
about the value they are getting for their money
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The following schedules have been extracted from the 2005 financial statements of the
Ciy of Saco Maine Corehensive Annaial Financial Keport for fiscal year ended June 30
2005 a complete copy of which is available for inspection at City Hall or online at
wwwsacomaineorg The schedules included herein are
Statement 1 Statement of Net Assets
Statement 2 Statement of Activities
Statement 3 BalanceSheetGovernmental Funds
Statement 4 Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Statement 5 Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues Expenditures and
Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds to the Statement
of Activities
Statement 6 General Fund Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund
Balances Budget and Actual
Statement 7 Statement of Net Assets Proprietary Fund
Statement 8 Statement of Revenues Expenses and Changes in Fund Net Assets
Proprietary Funds
Statement 9 Statement of Cash Flows Proprietary Funds
Statement 10 Statement of Fiduciary Net Assets Fiduciary Funds
Exhibit E1 Combining Balance Sheet AllOther Governmental Funds
Exhibit E2Combining Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund
Balances All Other Governmental Funds
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Independent Auditors Report
City Council
City of Saco Maine
Certified Futrlichccoantants and usinass Cansulfanis
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Qovernmental activities businesstyp
activities each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund informationothe City of Saco Maine ac of
Tune 34 2605 and tar the year then ended which cvlleciively comprise the Citys basic financial
statements as listed in the table of contents These basic financial statements ate the responsibility vfthe
City of Saco Maines rnanagernent t7ur responsibility is to express opinions on these basic financial
statements based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in GovernrnentAucfitin Stanrtcrrlr
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States These standards require that we plan and porfvrrat
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement An audit includes examining on a test basis evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used
and significant estimates made by management as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation We believe that ouraudit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions
do ouropinion the basic financia9 statements referred eo above present fairly in all material respects the
respective financial position of the governmental activities businesstyp activities each major fund and
the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Saco Maine as of June 3Q21115 and respective
changes ira financial position and cash flows where applicable thereofand the respective budgetary
comparison for the General Fund for the year rhea ended in conformitywith accounting principles
generally accepted in the C lnitvd States of America
In accordance with Gnvernrnent Auditing Stancfcrrcts we have also issued a report dated lviovember 7
2D5 on our consideration of the City of Saco Maines internal control over financial reporting and our
tests of its coaupliance with curtain provisions of laws regulations contracts and grant agreements and
other matters The purpvsc of that report is tvdescribe rho scope of our testing of internal control over
financial reporting and caanpliance and the results of that testing and not to provide an opinion on the
internal control over financial reporting ar on camplirrace That report is an integral part of an audit
performed in accordance with Gorerrrnrent AuditrrrStcrrulards and should 6e considered in conjunction
with this report in considering the results of ouraudiC
The Managements Discussion and Analysis as listed in the table of contents is not a required part of the
basic financial statements but is supplementary information required by accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America We lrave applied certain limited procedures which consisted
principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the
required supplementary information however we did not audit the infosanation and express no opinion on
it
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City Council
Page 2
tur audit was conducted for the purpase of forrninb opinions on the financial statements that collectively
comprise the City of Saco Mainesbasic financial statementslhe introdtretory section combining and
indidual fund financial statements and schedules and statistical tables are presented for purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements The cambining and
individual fund financial statements and schedules have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the audit aFthe basic Financial statements and in ouropinion are fairly stated inall material respects in
relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole The intmdtrctory section and statistical tables
have not been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements
and accordingly we express na opinion on them
iovember 72XJ5
South Portland Maine
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City of Saco Maine Statement 1
Statement of Net Assets
June 30 2005
Governmental Businesstyp 2005
Activities Activities Total
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 7025556 159913 8625069
Investments 4398950 4398950
Receivables
Accounts net of allowance of 13000 2682848 1122 1 2795059
Taxes current 713845 713845
Taxes prior years 68089 68089
Tax liens 121964 121964
Notes net of allowance of7172 14287 14287
Inventories and other 47090 47090
Internal balance 2190505 2190505
Prepaid items 178266 178266
Tax acquired property 58359 58359
Depreciable capital assets net 15326814 4869911 20196725
Nondepreciable capital assets 37733899 37733899
Total assets 66179462 8772140 74951602
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable and other current liabilities 19826 0 7474 20574 4
Contract retainage payable 49679 49679
Accrued liabilities 215587 33792 218907
Taxes collected i n advance 27126 27126
Noncurrent liabilities
Due within one year 2359176 2359176
Due in more than one year 1856734 1856734
Total liabilities 25141482 108566 2550048
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets net of related debt 35969003 1034911 37003914
Restricted for
Permanent fund principal 1813 3 1813 3
Other purposes 229138 229138
Unrestricted 46586 762863 1228719
Total net assets 41037980 8663574 49701554
See accompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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City of Saco Maine Statement 2
Statement of Activities
For the Year Ended June 30 2005
Net Expense Revenue and Changes
Program Revenues in Net Assets
Operating Capital Primary Government
Charges for Grants and Grants and Governmental Businesstyp 2005
FunctionsProgram Expenses Services Contributions Contributions Activities Activities Total
Primary government
Governmental activities
General Government 1874958 969798 48683 221000 635477 635477
Public Safety 4883614 418686 151397 313531 313531
Public Works 5863 5 489365 111309 211908 77380 77380
Housing Programs 27246 232178 40068 40068
Culture and
Recreation 626204 323471 302733 302733
Education 25195306 909182 10376888 455670 13453566 13453566
County Tax 77218 77218 77218
Unclassified 363144 363144 363144
Interest on Debt 680893 680893 680893
Capital Maintenance
Programs 18942 7 54863 1345659 1345659
Total
governmental
activities 4414922 3110502 10920455 1437216 28681056 28681056
Businesstyp activities
Waste Water
Treatment Plant 2091519 2411039 319520 319520
Total business
type activates 2091519 2411039 319520 319520
Total primary
government 462407 8 5214 10920455 1437216 28681056 319520 28361536
General revenues
o Property taxes levied for general purposes 2344428 2344428
Motor Vehicle excise taxes 883127 883127
Franchise fees 185477 185477
Grants and contributions not restricted to specific programs
Homestead Exemption 242190 242190
Other State aid 55792 55792
City of Biddeford Tax Base Sharing 140091 140091
State Revenue Sharing 448360 448360
Unrestricted investment earnings 216963 38159 255122
Miscellaneous revenues 47179 9657 56836
Transfers 660033 660033
Total general revenues and transfers 29323440 6122 7 2871123
Change in net assets 642384 2926 7 349687
Net assets beginning 403955 6 8956271 49351867
Net assets ending 41037980 8663574 49701554
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City of Saco Maine
Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds
June 30 2005
Statement 3
Saco Island Other 2005 Total
General Landfill TIF Governmental Governmental
Fund Fund District Funds Funds
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 4886311451604 687121 7025556
Investments 460 000 1275419 848 323 1815208 4398 950
Receivables net 839027 500898 342923 2682848
Interfund receivables 242462 38793 811655
Loans receivable 14287 14287
Taxes and liens receivable 903898 903898
Tax acquired property 58359 58359
Prepaid items 17600 260 178266
Inventories and other 47090 47090
Total assets 9748383 27270 3 1349221 429682 1820909
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities
Accounts payable 1903670 79010 19826 0
Contract retainage payable 49679 49679
Accrued liabilities 194926 45090 1240016
Taxes collected in advance 27126 27126
Interfund payables 1394460 2170 1390683 5002160
Deferred revenue 445560 445560
Total liabilities 3571282 139446026669 1514783 8747221
Fund balances
Reserved for
Encumbrances 144980 144980
Prepaid items 17600 17600
Nonexpendable trust principal 1813 3 1813 3
Capital improvements 1007286 007286
Inventory 8779 8779
Other purposes 220359 220359
Unreserved reported in
General Fund designated 376215 376215
General Fund undesignated 472614 472614
Special revenue funds 1910085 910085
Capital project funds 1332563 917475 8080 495968
Permanent funds 380013 380013
Total fund balances 617701 1332563 917475 2781499 9373688
Total liabilities and fund balances 9748383 27270 3 1349221 429682
Amounts reported for governmental activities in thestatement of net assets Statement 1 are different because See Note 4 also
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds 53060713
More specifically nondepreciable depreciable capital assets as reported on Statement 1
Longterm liabilities including bonds payable are not due and payable in the current period and therefore are not reported
in thefunds See Note 1 2184198
Noncurrent liabilities as reported on Statement 1 20926710
Statement 1 915271
2184198
Deferred revenues more specifically deferred property taxes not reported on
Statement 1 445 560
Netassets of governmental activities 41037980
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City of Saco Maine Statement 4
Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Governmental Funds
For theYear Ended June 30 2005
Saco Island Other 2005 Total
General Landfill TIF Governmental Governmental
Fund Fund District Funds Funds
REVENUES
Taxes 26703395 26703395
Licenses and permits 82806 82806
Intergovernmental 1085308 5000 165783 13011645
Intergovernmental on behalf payments 414249 414249
Charges for services 681008 556304 237312
Other revenues 374248 40561 17598 745976 178383
Total revenues 40855514 40561 51798 2960117 44373790
EXPENDITURES
Current
General government 17798 6 17798 6
Public safety 452792 452792
Public works 3664176 3664176
Housing programs 27246 27246
Culture and recreation 585146 585146
Education 22006935 177422 23781057
Maine State Retirement on behalf payments 1414249 1414249
Unclassified 86402 72127 936151
Intergovernmental
County tax 77218 77218
Debtservice
Principal 1737045 1737045
I nterest and othercharges 024189 024189
Capital improvements 242158 120783 1460747 2514035 5337723
Total expenditures 41617572 120783 460747 46325 0 478316 2
Excess deficiency of revenues
over under expenditures 762058 80222 9431 9 1672413 3457842
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES USES
Capital lease proceeds 626531 2054 26805 5
Transfers in 141223 43891 1138 1693259
Transfers out 88478 25000 123348 033226
Total other financing sources uses 88276 4139 8 2043824 340618
Net change in fund balances 120818 80222 529231 37141 117224
Fundbalancesegi ning 5745896 1412785 388244 2410088 9180525
Prior period adjustment 31087 31087
Fundbalancesegi ning as restated 6056283 1412785 388244 2410088 949012
Fund balancesndi g 617701 1332563 917475 2781499 9373688
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City ofSaco Maine Statement 5
Reconciliation of the Statement ofRevenues Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds
to the Statement ofActivities
For the year ended June 30 2005
Net change in fund balances total governmental funds from Statement 4 117224
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of
activities Statement 2 are different because see Note 1 also
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures
However in the statement of activities the cost of those assets
is allocated over their estimated useful lives as depreciation
expense with the exception of infrastructure which is recorded
at historical cost and not depreciated as the Modified Approach is
being used More specifically this is the amount by which capital outlays
exceeded depreciation in the current period 202955
Statement 4 Capital Outlays 5337723
Statement 2 Capital Outlays 18942 7
Variance 344326
Less Depreciation 1414371
To reconciliation 202955
Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provide
current financial resources are not reported as revenues in
the funds More specifically this amount represents the change in
deferred property taxes 24210
Bond proceeds provide current financial resources to
governmental funds but issuing debt increases longterm
liabilities in the statement of net assets Repayment of bond
principal is an expenditure in the governmental funds but the
repayment reduces longterm liabilities in the statement of net
assets More specifically this represents the net amount of principal
increases decreases in debt service made during the year 962825
New debt incurred 3043166
Retired debt 2080341
Net debt service 962825
Long term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and
therefore are not reported in the funds More specifically this represents
the change in long term accrued compensated absences 64412
Change in net assets of governmental activities see Statement 2 642384
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City of Saco Maine Statement 6
General Fund
Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances Budget and Actual
For the year ended June 30 2005
Variance with
Budgeted Amounts Final Budget
Original Final Actual Amounts Positive negative
REVENUES
Taxes 25875588 25875588 26703395 8270
Licenses and permits 5236 1 5236 1 82806 30518
Intergovernmental 10849798 10849798 1085308 4010
Charges for services 152038 152038 681008 471030
Interest earnings 12000 12000 87997 32003
Other revenues 252100 252100 28651 34151
Total revenues 38773145 38773145 39441265 668120
EXPENDITURES
Current
General government 1927492 1927492 17798 6 147616
Public safety 515029 515029 452792 12563
Public works 364129 364129 3664176 22847
Culture and recreation 635572 635572 585146 50426
Education 2199640 2199640 21992583 4357
County tax 77218 77218 77218
Unclassified 304635 304635 286402 440611
Debt service 27450 2 27450 2 761234 1692
Capital improvements 154152 154152 124258 2993 4
Total expenditures 410797 3 410797 3 40188971 89002
Excess deficiency of revenues over under
expenditures 2306628 2306628 74706 1558922
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES USES
Transfers in 155876 155876 141223 14653
Capital lease proceeds 626531 626531
Transfers out 76157 76157 88478 123307
Total other financing sources and uses 39405 39405 88276 488571
Net change in fund balances 1912323 1912323 13570 2047493
Fund balances beginning 5745896 5745896 5745896
Prior period adjustment 31087 31087 31087
Fund balances beginning as restated 6056283 6056283 6056283
Fund balances ending 4143960 4143960 6191453 2047493
Net change infund balance for the general fund inthe Statementof Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Statement 4 is different because
Statement 4 is reported under the Modified Accrual basis of accounting and therefore includes
the change inaccrual for the Teachers summer salaries amount of 14352
Ending Fund Balance Statement 4 617701
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City of Saco Maine Statement 7
Statement of Net Assets
Proprietary Fund
June 30 2005
Businesstyp activities
Enterprise Funds
Waste Water
Treatment Plant
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables net
1 599513
1122 1
Interfund receivables 190505
Total current assets 3902229
Noncurrent assets
Capital assets
Vehicles
Buildings
120 689
14775600
Equipment 232590
Less accumulated depreciation 12351768
Total noncurrent assets 4869911
Total assets 772140
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Accounts payable 7474
Accrued liabilities 33792
Total current liabilities 108566
Total I iabilities 108 566
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets net of related debt 1034911
Unrestricted 7 62863
Total net assets 8663574
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City of Saco Maine Statement 8
Statement of Revenues Expenses and Changes in Fund Net Assets
Proprietary Funds
For the yearended June 30 2005
Businesstyp activities
Enterprise Funds
Waste Water
Treatment Plant
Operating revenues
Charges for services 2411039
Miscellaneous revenues 9657
Total operating renues 2420696
Operating expenses
Personnel services 545682
Contractual services 176300
Utilities 141803
Repairs and maintenance 4223
Other supplies and expenses 200682
Capital improvements 488351
Depreciation 496278
Total operating expenses 091519
Operating income 329177
Nonoperating revenues expenses
Interest revenues 38159
Total nonoperating revenue expenses 38159
Income before transfers 36736
Transfers out 660033
Total transfers out 660033
Change in net assets 2926 7
Total net assets beginning 8956271
Total net assets ending 8663574
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City of Saco Maine Statement 9
Statement of Cash Flows
Proprietary Funds
For the year ended June 30 2005
Businesstyp activities
Enterprise Funds
Waste Water
Treatment Plant
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from customers 2479321
Other receipts payments 9657
Payments to suppliers 1015462
Payments to employees 544408
Internal activity payments from other funds 259991
Net cash provided by operating activities 669117
CASH FLOWS FROM NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Transfers to other funds 660033
Net cash used in noncapital financing activities 660033
CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Capital asset purchases 25187
Net cash used in capital and related financing activities 25187
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Interest on investments 38159
Net cash provided by investing activities 38159
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 22056
Balances beginning of the year 157745
Balances end of the year 159913
Reconciliation of operating income loss to net cash provided
used by operating activities
Operating income 329177
Adjustments to reconcile operating income to net cash provided
used in operating activities
Depreciation expense 496278
Change in net assets and liabilities
Receivables net 68282
Interfund receivables 259991
Accounts and other payables 34097
Accrued liabilities 1274
Net cash provided by operating activities 669117
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City of Saco Maine Statement 10
Statement of Fiduciary Net Assets
Fiduciary Funds
June 30 2005
Agency
Fund
School Activity
Funds
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 130751
Total assets 130751
LIABILITIES
Due to student groups 130751
Total liabilities 130751
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CITY OF SACO MAINE
BALANCE SHEET NONMAJOR PERMANENT FUNDS
JUNE 30 2005
ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Investments
Accounts receivable
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Fund Balance
Principal
Unexpended Income
Total fund balances
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Exhibit E1
City of Saco
Permanent
Funds
16916
543780
700
561396
1813 3
380013
561396
561396
Exhibit E2
CITY OF SACO MAINE
STATEMENT OF REVENUES EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
NONMAJOR PERMANENT FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30 2005
City of Saco
Permanent
Funds
REVENUES
Interest and dividends
Ticket sales
Net increase in fair value of investments
Other revenues
Total revenues
EXPENDITURES
Administrative expenditures
Designated expenditures
Total expenditures
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES
FUND BALANCE BEGINNING OF YEAR
FUND BALANCE END OF YEAR
20674
744
13660
1470
36548
400
744
144
35404
525992
561396
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utstancineastae axes 2004C05 as at 2006
Vame 6v1 Lt Amurat ue
Donald R Abbott 002490 95204
Clayton J Anderson 1010 60 24530
Aaron Ruth Avery 0921400 376017
Henrietta C Beam 01336200 41861
Richard W Beedle 0611301 2 3201
Desiree Bellerose 061130227 84647
Kathy Richard Bergeron 03493010 16416
Robert W Blow 06113024 21993
Boston Maine Railroad 0311060 26448
Boston Maine Railroad 03117300 28886
Boston Maine Railroad 0528400 34463
Boston Maine Railroad 03119500 29933
Boston Maine Railroad 031200 24879
Boston Maine Railroad 037100 36207
Boston Maine Railroad 0312020 14697
Richard Boudreau 06113070 23012
James W Karen Brackley 064091 38061
David F Brages Sr 10100 130240
Gordon Brooks Jr 1090 30 1607
Richard T Brooks 100039 71
Austin H Patricia Colman 1160020 13489
KC Debra L Compson 03311100 205253
Ghislan Cote 052800 2057
Raymond L Ruth E Cote 0381700 58586
Michael S Crowley 1100 90 137471
Ivan J Davies 061130186 61394
Scott R Dobson 09001 10158
Scott R Dobson 0900124 672
James M Theresa A Doran 0311 600 243416
Tlnothy Dutch 061130198 11058
EWS of Maine 07004 73041
Danielle W Feeney 06113048 42355
Barbara Paul Figliolini 0021610 10548
Golda Frankel 1010380 3967
Anne R Gannon 083060 20346
Steve T Gikas 061130150 67587
Corinee J Goulet 0611301 6 46407
Jolu1 Grover 0360510 7744
Paul R Hale 1110 300 42180
John C Haley Sr 1070160 177338
Roberta J Hanson 061130134 24356
Deruus D Hedegard 0546900 46796
Zigmas V Ivanouskas 061130122 46691
William A Jordan 093010 176140
JVW Hotels LLC 07002 9519287
Leslie J Keenan 101010 57667
Suzanne Keyser 0391100 302573
John A Mary E Litwinetz 0043610 128135
Edith M David MacDonald 0892500 25412
Donald H Macmaster 023100 96116
Robert C Mansur Trustee 03818200 293765
Albert A June E Martel 0346200 36501
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Name L Amurut due
Steven A McManus 03219100 325481
Veronica Morrissette 061130197 873
Christine Noble 0611302 2 27841
Rohert Linda Odencrantz 06113052 35509
James D Peck 03115300 202976
Kevin R Peterson 061130178 41823
Lawrence R Poulin 089200 191632
Harry C Prince Jr 06113025 51984
Clifford Proctor 1010440 39149
James E Provencal 051080 217
Scott E Pullen 068009 190253
Scott E Pullen 087020 466807
Thomas J Ridley 0231400 239569
Michelle MRobinson 11900530 43411
James Rock 061130124 500
Brenda A Scally 039060 39974
Nancy C William M Skea 093040 71467
Brian Smith 10704210 59210
Lloyd Stetson 0930490 400936
Noonan G Thibault 098600 143378
Amy Marie Thomas 1090 40 268243
Lou Tortorella 06113050 35965
Roger Eugene Tweedie 1250 00 9194
Lynn Underwood 0760510 160130
Michael Wallace 061130 25459
George W Jr Ann S Wandell 041070 45776
Elizabeth White 06113013 9547
Keith S Whitmore 0226010 53633
Thomas J Diane D Wildes 06409116 5512
John R Deborah A Willette 06113023 28653
Brent Rochelle Williams 064091 65137
York Cumberland Associates 0274800 120188
York Cumberland Associates 039168010 33586
York Cumberland Associates 054051 7730
York Cumberland Associates 034090 104930
York Cumberland Associates 0541300 07368
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3Blame 1 Lt AmurDt due
Ghislan Cote 052800 45759
James M Theresa A Doran 0311 600 144389
Robert C Mansur Trustee 03818200 93605
Robert Linda Odencrantz 06113052 12945
Name NI Lt Amurtdue
Ronald WHillock 1000362 124
York Cumberland Associates 0274800 204689
York Cumberland Associates 039168010 63859
York Cumberland Associates 054051 76440
utstandin PersnalPrpe t Taxes as 1a3 b
5and prir
Name Amuntue
American Satellite 652
Ames Merchandising Corp 2732998
Anthonys Auto Care 29279
A Dea14 You 2132
Auto Detail Center 21830
Renaissance A Salon 141702
Bankvest Capital Corporation 704
Bev Tech Inc 521
James W Booth Landscaping 4768
Coastal Construction Landscape 533678
CompuSource Inc 14099
Copier Network Inc 64719
Crook Associates 314
Custom Detail 25690
Detailz AutoNlarine 2164
DFS Acceptance 7653
East Coast Custom 2087
EWS of Maine 4297325
Foss Automotive Alignment 508
Harmon Baert Associates Inc 39547
Jeb Construction Services 41688
Maine Line Rooter 2652
Maine Roads Driveways 469
Maine Sign Crafters Inc 29938
Marketing Expansions 4029
McRoss Cleaning Service 2911
Mike Paul Foundations Inc 867
Mitey Clean 3326
O Computer Solutions 8602
Pagenet Inc 44274
Pane of Glass 1609
Play it Again Sports 16153
Poore Simons 97776
Stacey L Porter Massage 261
Power Wheels 1004
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utstanin Persona Property axes as oaa 232
Michelle Thibodeau Manicurist
Toshiba America Info Systems
Tresor
USA Auto Reconditioning Inc
Premier Industries Inc
Promotional Advertising hic
Quality Auto Sales
Quickprint Color Center
Saco Shoe Hospital
Salmon Falls Architecture
Scavo Enterprises Inc
ShenanigansIrish Cafe
Summit Cormnunications
World Foods Co Inc
913
13761
2957
11643
128253
8116
5920
42069
5374
5239
16354
2376
43587
167995
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uic orCSeartment
scion Statement Yieuillsere ourcitizens
byprovidingandmaintaining a safe clean and
functional community
Michael Bolduc Director ofPublic Works
mbolduc@sacomaine org
207846641
Scope of Operations In FY 2005 the Saco Public Works
Department maintained
111 center line road miles both plowing and road maintenance as needed
40miles of sidewalks repairs new construction and reconstruction as needed
124 traffic signals 2660 sign posts 3566 signs and 135 guardrails in cooperation with the
Maine Department ofTransportation
18700 feet of sewer televised and
a fleet of 130 Public Work vehicles not including small equipment such as pumps
Additionally the Department of Public Works oversaw the collection ofapproximately 5300 tons
ofgarbage and the recycling ofapproximately 1715 tons of solid waste by outside
contractors
Use ofResources There are 37 full time employes in the Saco Public Works Department
Neighboring towns of similar size Biddeford and Scarborough employ 49 and 32 in their Public
Works Departments
Of the total city services budget the Public Works Department utilizes934902 in FY 2004
to perform their duties or a per capita cost to citizens in FY05 of22596 19962 in FY 2004
In terms ofamedian home valued at X15000 X22276 of the annual
property tax bill in fiscal year 2005 of X2385 went to funding the Public Works Department
Department Service Delivery Goals
1 To maintain City streets and roads to a high standard
Using the latest technology such as the mapping technologies Geographic Information Systems GIST and Global Po
itioning Satellites GPS anel the Maine Department of Transportation Koa Surface
Management System KSMS the Public forks Department hay been able to create and keep uptodate an inven
tory and condition rating ystem ofall itr roaelr and ideavalk These tools help the department
przorztieprojects and utilise resources more ectively
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2 To reduce the annual vehicular maintenance cost by expanding and refining the
preventative maintenance programs and replacing vehicles according to the recognized
Government Accounting Standards Board GASB Statement 34 replacement
schedules
To support its maintenanceprograms the Public Torks Department has undertaken a series of detailed
cost analyses of the fleet of vehicles maintained in order to best understand when and why vehicles need to be
repaired or replaced This includes graphing various dimensions such as vehicle types miles driven age costs
to maintain and comparing performancefor the last tavo years in order to see trends and issues that would
otheyzvise be difficult to track and ident
3 To reduce the Citys dependence on traditional refuse disposal and develop alternative
strategies and programs to promote recycling reuse and source reduction of
disposable materials
The Kecycling Program the most visible example of the Public 1Ylorks Departments execrztion of the above
goal brought both automation and simplification into the ystem in order to streamline the process manage
costs and achieve the desired result of reduction in garbage that needed to be disposed of through
incineration
The impact of the Public Works mission and service delivery goals heavily influence on
the citys strategic goals of Infrastructure Development and Maintenance and Meeting
Environmental Challenges
Performance Data The measures used by the Public Works Department to gauge their
performance in achieving these goals are as follows
1 To achieve a minimum satisfactory Pavement Condition Index rating of 70 based on
the RSMS scale for 80 of the Citys total lane miles Service Delivery Goal 1
Roads Classified by Condition
Roads rated at
Zoos below 70
0
Roads rated at 70 or
d 2004 94 above
0
Roads rated at 80 or
2003 94o above
0
Roads rated at 90 or
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 above
Percentage
4
2 A reduction in total and preventative maintenance costs per unit and classifications
per year Service Delivery Goal 2
Yearly Comparison
c 32000 308260 30921
1000
3000
29000
28000 276041
7000
26000
5000
2003 2004 2005
Fiscal Year
All Jurisdictions
Mean 3534
Median 3058
Pop 1000 and Above
Mean 3928
Median 4191
Pop Under 1000
Mean 3227
Median 2536
Figure 1 FY 2000 average expenditure
per vehicle obtained from ICMA Center
for Performance Measurement
September 2001 Report
Figure 1 values have been adjusted to the
2005 Dollar value using a 4 percent inflation
rate
Due to major snow storms equipment experienced significant deterioration in FY 2005
3 A reduction in household tonnage of solid waste and recycling annually Service
Delivery Goa13
Recycling Tonnages Residential Solid Waste Tonnages
2003 2004 2005
2004 Change 2005
2003 2003 2004 2004 2005 2005 From Base Change from
Month Fibers Containers Fibers Containers Fibers Containers Base Year 2003 2004 2005 Year Base Year
Jan 94 23 156 23 97 33 467 413 351 367 116 100
Feb 81 21 92 20 85 23 382 344 308 378 74 4
March 78 23 111 24 107 35 418 387 418 428 0 10
April 140 22 132 21 122 22 490 402 396 434 94 56
May 123 25 107 23 90 28 520 405 394 466 127 55
June 128 23 133 30 149 22 556 417 444 477 112 79
July 129 23 122 29 146 26 564 446 461 453 103 111
August 125 27 153 28 147 23 519 460 427 518 92 0
September 124 23 117 26 123 25 509 421 485 454 24 56
October 129 25 148 19 142 14 526 436 405 485 121 41
November 122 18 108 24 113 21 466 359 439 448 27 18
December 129 26 153 26 482 443 465 17
Total 140241 2786 153050 29182 131848 27185 589837 493274 499296 49057 90554
4
20035 Recycling Tonnages
180
160
140
120
rn 100
c
c
Fo 80
60
40
20
v
Jan Feb March April May June July August September October November December
2003Fibers 94 81 78 140 12288 1287 129 125 124 12895 122 12941
2003 Containers 23 21 23 22 247 2277 23 27 23 247 18 2601
2004 Fibers 156 9204 11067 13209 10662 1329 12231 15288 1168 14769 10753 15295
2004 Containers 23 196 2351 2075 2317 2952 2904 2844 259 1874 2362 2639
12005 Fibers 9665 8465 1068 1219 8998 1487 14566 14708 12288 14153 11257
2005 Containers 331 2344 353 223 278 216 2597 226 246 1388 2098
Month
600
500
400
a
rn
300
0
F
200
100
0
Month
Overall recycling in 2005 will be about the same as 2004 and municipal solid waste MSW will be
up This is seen as resulting from a combination of population increases and expected decline in
recycling participation Public Works plans citizen outreach efforts in order to improve these
numbers next year
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Citizen Survev The Public Works Department is rated positively for overall service delivery
performance by citizens surveyed with a mean rating of 397 up from 385 in 2004 on a
scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied Almost 73
of total respondents were very satisfied or somewhat satisfied while only73 were
somewhat dissatisfied or very dissatisfied A large percent of respondents 178 were
neutral In this case it was these neutral respondents who have influenced the final rating
slightly lower as opposed to actively dissatisfied respondents or those who had no opinion
dontknow 25 As in other areas older residents and those with lower household in
comes rated this department overall more favorably
Overall Satisfaction Public Works Department
500
400
N
C
300
c
0
a
p 200
0
100
0
Very Somewhat Somewhat Very Dontknow
satisfed satisfied
Neutral
dissatisfied dissatisfied or NA
2004 258 403 245 40 25 30
X2005 32 403 178 48 25 25
Once again when asked about specific aspects of Public Works ratings by survey
respondents tended to be higher than that of the overall rating for the department
especially in the areas of cleanliness of the City426 recycling436 and trash collection
434 Both trash and recycling still had very high percents of respondents who were very
satisfied with those services at 54 and 56 respectively indicating the department
continues to do very well in these areas
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The maintenance 2004 03 05 168493 255 78 408
fCit b ildio y u ngs
and facilities 2005 05 30 135453 315 63 411
The maintenance 2004 30 65 278410 213 05 371
of City streets 2005 3 58 268 39 243 08 376
The maintenance 2004 25 93 233400 225 25 373
f id lk i tho s ewa s n e
City 2005 25 73 208408 255 3 382
The maintenance 2004 13 23 138440 37 15 415
and preservation of
the character of
downtown Saco
2005 05 35 108415 423 15 423
Snow plowing and 2004 1345 170413 345 15 405
removal on city
streets during the
past 12 months
2005 25 65 150 35 385 23 403
The overall 2004 03 20 115478 385 0 422
cleanliness of City
streets and other 2005 05 08 108478 395 08 426
public areas
The overall quality 2004 2043 100 370 435 3 420
of trash collection
services 2005 1340 95 283 54 25 434
The overall ease of 2004 25 35 83 325 478 5 426
using the City s
new recycling 2005 2543 60 255 56 53 436
oroaram
The overall quality 2004 10 20 158 280 233 300 401
of City wastewater
treatment 2005 05 13 90 30 278 31 421
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Important exceptions remain in the areas of maintenance ofCity streets at 376 for the mean re
sponse on the 1 to 5 scale and maintenance ofCity sidewalks with a mean response of382 These
results were meaningfully influenced by neutral respondents but also by slightly higher percents of
respondents who were very or somewhat dissatisfied indicating that these continue to be real areas
of concern to citizens for the Public Works Department to address
While citizens surveyed rated their most recent contact with anonemergency city worker
as highly positive with a mean response of40 unfortunately this is one of the only
satisfaction ratings that decreased over last year significantly Because of the large number ofPublic
Works employees on the total City staff and also due to the fact that the survey
question was worded using a Public Works area employee or contracted provider as the first exam
ples it seems logical to report this finding here to help form a more complete picture of citizen satis
faction with this department and important to note due to the slight negative change
2004 2005
5 Very professional and courteous 615 590
4 Somewhat professional and courteous 243 218
3 Neither unprofessionaldisc urte us nor professionalcourte us 20 53
2 Somewhat unprofessional and discourteous 25 30
1 Very unprofessional and discourteous 18 35
Dontknow 13 18
Not applicable no recent contact 68 58
Very Somewhat professional and courteous combined 85 80
Very Somewhat unprofessional and discourteous combined 43 65
Mean Response 1 to 5 454 40
In terms of the ongoing concern citizens have with the maintenance of the city streets and
sidewalks with somewhat satisfied responses public works continues to strive for
improvements in these areas
Public Works efforts continue aggressively on road maintenance with budget allocations of
X400005 over the last four years Unfortunately given the nature ofMaine winters
perfecting roads is never fully achieved On the Pedestrian Systems while the rating system
planned for this year had to be delayed due to major personnel changes and funding delays
several major projects were accomplished The rating system which will aid in prioritization
and assessment is now planned for the coming year
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Richard Lambert
Code Enforcement Officer
dlambert@sacomaineo g
207846983
uirinnseetioreartment
Scope ofOperations The Code Enforcement Department responsibilities in FY 05 include
Plan Review on all building permit applications and enforce local Building Code on
approximately 550 building permits issued
Enforce State Plumbing Code on 200 internal plumbing installations and Subsurface
Wastewater Disposal regulations on 40 new or replacement systems
Enforce National Electric Code on approximately 500 electrical installations
Enforce the requirements of Site Plan Conditional Uses and subdivision approvals granted
by the Saco Planning Board
Assist the Local Health Officer in the performance of his duties
Assist the CitSr Attorney in the preparation of court action when conditions warrant such
action
Process and review all appeals made to the Zoning Board ofAppeals
Inspect over 100 food establishments
Enforce Floodplain Management Ordinance on all areas of special flood hazard and
coordinate the Community Rating System for flood plain management
Enforce Shoreline Zoning requirements mandated by state
Enforce provisions of the local Historical Preservation Ordinance
Assist the Department ofEnvironmental Protection and the Saco River Corridor
Commission in the enforcement of all applicable state regulations
Collect all impact fees established by ordinance or by the Planning Board
Oversee City Hall building maintenance and procurement ofrelated supplies
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Permit Activity Saco ME
700
600
500
Electrical permits
400 FTotal plumbing permits
300 Total occupancy permits
200
Total building permits
100
0
1988 1992 1997 2001 2002 2003 2004
Use of Resources There are 4 full time and 1 parttime employee in the Saco Code
Enforcement Department The neighboring town of similar size Biddeford employs 5 full
time and one parttimewhile nearby Scarborough employs 3 full time and 1 parttime in
their Code Enforcement Departments
Of the total city services budget the Code Enforcement Department utilizes 48 50 in
FY 2004 to perform their duties or a per capita cost to citizens in FY05 of 1170
1109 in FY 2004 In terms of a median home valued at 15000 1145 of the fiscal
year 2005 annual tax bill of 2385 funded the code enforcement operations
Department Service Deliverv Goals
1 To assure that lifesa et5r complaints are investigated promptly and proper action is
taken to secure the health and safety of the public
The Deprtnentfocz2ses on timely responses and ensaiz gseedy compliance in order to meet the safety needs
of the City
2 To assure that contractors and homeowners receive prompt and accurate inspections
when requested
Given the high growth environment of Saco it is keyfor the Code Enforcement Department tofoc2s their
resources on new hoaising to meet the high emand
The impact of the Code Enforcement Departments mission and service delivery
goals heavily influence on the citys Public Safety strategic goal as well as the
strategic goal of Growth Management
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Performance Data The measures used by the Code Enforcement Department to gauge their
performance in achieving these goals are as follows
1 To initiate response to all complaints within 12 hours of receipt of complaint to
conduct a physical inspection of each related situation with 24 hours of complaint and
to take direct action when warranted within 48 hours of receipt of complaint Service
Delivery Goal 1
Code Enforcement Department
Conduct physical Take resolution
Initiate a response inspection of related action within
TargetsComplaint within 12 hours of situation within 24 48 hours of
initial complaint hours of complaint complaint
Average Response Time FY 04 5 hours Unknown Unknown
Average Response Time FY 05 4 hours Unknown 396hours
anecdotal
software system tracking information
2 To schedule inspections within 1 business day of request Service Delivery Goal 2
Code Enforcement Department
Inspection Response
From Request to inspection
Tirrargets within24 hours Notes
FY04 Building Plumbing Septic 100 95of cases tirr requested for inspection was rrrt
FY 04 Electric 100within 2 hours of request
FY 05 24 hours 965of cases ti rrrequested for inspection was met
anecdotal
softwaresystem traclvng information
3 To maintain a high degree of professionalism within the Department by achieving
Advanced Certification in all areas of Code Enforcement as conferred by the State of Maine
State Planning Office Code Enforcement Officer Training and Certification Program Service
Delivery Goa13
For FY OS allfullt ne Code Enforcement Officers have achieved this level of Certification In addition the
Department as rated by the Insurance Services Oce ISO achieved a rating of 4 for both commercial and
residential construction code enforcement Communities are ratedfrom 7 to 0 one being the highest No
commmity avithin the State of Maine currently is rated higher than a class 4
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Citizen Survey The Code Enforcement Department continues to be rated positively for aspects
of its service delivery performance by citizens surveyed with mean ratings ranging from 349 to
376 on the scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied
These findings are very similar to last years ratings About 43 of total respondents were very
satisfied or somewhat satisfied with overall enforcement efforts while 108 were
somewhat dissatisfied or very dissatisfied A fair percent of respondents 153 were
neutral while a large percent 31 responded they had no opinion Both of these response
categories combined influenced the final rating slightly lower as opposed to actively dissatisfied
respondents
Dontk
309
Somewhat dissatisfied
Neutral
1527
ornewna sausfied
284
Verydissatisfied Somewhatdissatisfied Neutral
Somewhat satisfied Very satisfied Dontknow
An interesting dimension of response to the question of overall effectiveness of this
department is that respondents who have lived in Saco the longest had the lowest average
ratings for the overall enforcement of city codes and ordinances including the building
inspection department residents of 25 years or more mean 354 15 to 24 years mean
360 6 to 14 years mean379 and 5 years or less mean 400 This is one of the few
areas of satisfaction surveyed where long time residents were less positive than newer
residents This response may indicate more about concern over growth in Saco than in the
departmental performance as newer residents would be at least as likely as long term resi
dents to have had interactions with Code Enforcement as newer residents directly interact
with the department when new homes are built
When rating specific aspects of Code Enforcement survey responses remained consistent
with that of the overall rating for the department noted above with mean responses falling
just short of somewhat satisfied See chart following on next page However it is im
portant to note that large segments of the total responses are in the dontknow catego
ries Given the general nature of the Code Enforcement Department work this trend
makes sense as many citizens will have had no reason to directly interact with Code En
forcement and so have no reason to have formed an opinion
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The overall 2004 28 50 205 268 138 31 364
enforcement of
City codes and
ordinances
including the
Building 2005 3 75 153 283 148 310 363
Inspection
Department
The quality of 2004 25 30 198 288 160 300 375
new
construction in
the City 2005 25 93 170 318 188 208 369
The timeliness 2004 18 43 180 265 143 35 373
and ease of the
Cityspermitting
process 2005 23 80 188 225 103 38 349
The 2004 28 53 193 208 145 375 362
f fen orcement o
sign regulations 2005 25 48 195 223 110 400 358
The
enforcement of
2004 23 45 203 370 150 210 373
codes designed
to protect public
health and 2005 10 35 200 255 148 35 376
safety
Based on this years citizen survey one area of significant concern for the Code Enforce
ment Department is the timeliness and ease of the Citys permitting process While the
rating
remains in the satisfactory range at a mean of 349 on the 1 to 5 scale the response declined
from last years373 mean and was one of the few areas of satisfaction that did drop Given
the increase in departmental staff over last year attention to this area of operations should
be made in the coming months in an attempt to bring the rating back up
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arCS recreation
pePartment
Joe Hirsch Parks Recreation Director
jhirschsacomaineorg
202833139
Scope of Operations
The Parks Recreation Department maintains approximately 30 acres ofpassive use parks
including playgrounds picnic areas nature trails and multiusesports fields The Department
maintains approximately 70 acres ofactive use recreation areas including ice skating ponds
fitness trails tennis courts baseball fields soccer fields and basketball courts some ofwhich the
City owns Some privately owned facilities the City accesses for programming include Thornton
Academy fields track and tennis courts the inground pool at the Ledges for our summer swim
program and Rotary Park in Biddeford for the summer teen program which is run in conjunction
with the Biddeford Parks Recreation Department program
LVhile not considered ahard andfast rule the National Kecreation and Park Association NI1Aoffers a bench
markfor appropriate levels ofdeveloped open spaceper everyx000 inpopulation in the range of625 acres to 0
acres Ammons p 262 Sacofalls below thisguideline at about 6 acresper7000 However that measure ac
counts only for space managed by Parks Kecreation within Saco and there are additional large tracts ofopen
spacer overseen by other entities such as Ferry Beach State Park 7acres Saco Heath 922 acres and Laurel
Hill Cemetery 70 acres As the literature is quick topoint out every community will determine its open space
needs based on a variety offactos such as location age ofpopulation climate etc and theNI1Astandards must
be applied with carful assessment In light of thatguidcince it may he more useful to look to at the cztien satisfac
tion ratings ofParks Kecreation facilities and space which follow to undertand how well cztien needs are being
met
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The Parks Recreation Department on its own andor in collaboration with
various civic and volunteer groups offered the following programs in FY2005
SPRING
TBall
Post Season Basketball Clinic
PreSeason Baseball Clinic
Vacation Camp Grades 18
Aftei School Camp
Grades 123568
FALL
Soccer
Kindel Soccei
Grades 123456Field
Hockey Open
Over30 Adult VlensBasketball Oyer
40 iVlensBasketball Aerobics
Walk
JogFitness Open
Walk Program Co
edAdult VolleballPre
School Artsand Crafts Aftei
School Camp Grades
123568Vacation
Camp Grades18Biitish
Soccer Camp Intramural
Volleyball Dodgeball Wiffleball
Soccer Senior
Thanksgiving lIealSUMMER
D
aC am p Pre
SchoolyI
emo rial Pepperell
Before
Care AfterCare Swimming
Tennis
Gymnastics
Babb
Sitting Adult
CPR CPR
FirstAid Women
sSlow Pitch Softball Tfl
CityTennis League Adults Senior
Barbeque Senior
ilIallTrip Field
Hocke Camp WINTER
Basketball
ClinicBasketball
Kin
der B as ketb all Grades
123456Travel
Basketball Grades
5678912Indoor
Soccer School Grades
123456Gam
e Sessions Grades
12 Cheerleading
Gymnastics
Grades
I2 Grades
38 Pre
School Tot
Program6
il Ionths2 tiffs old 2
3 years old Bab
sittingClass Women
LeagueV olley ball Co
edAdult Volleyball Indoor
BattingPitchingCatchi Intramural
Volle rballDodgeba l Viffleball
Soccer Vacation
Camp Grades18Aftei
School Camp Grades
12356860
The following is summarized data on various regional Parks Recreation offerings
for comparison
City Name Population of Median of Advisory
2000Survey Households Household Recreation Policy Making
Income Programs or No
er Year Committee
Saco 16822 6773 45105 102 Advisory
Committee
Old Orchard 856 4289 36568 70 Advisory
Beach Committee
Kennebunk 10476 4211 50914 392 Policy Making
South Portland 23324 10042 42770 150 No Committee
Wells 9400 3995 46314 115 Advisory
Committee
Scarborough 16970 6471 56491 225 Advisory
Committee
Use of Resources There are 3 full time and 3 parttime employees in the Recreation area of
the Department and 3 fulltime and 1 parttime shared with Public Works employee in the
Parks area of the Department As well there are approximately 50 seasonal employees who
run seasonal programs and events or who serve as life guards The department also oversees
approximately 100 citizen volunteers to assist in various programs
Data reported on acres naintinedper Parksenplayeesfromnzniczpalities across the country rangefrom 0
acresper employee tojust over 83 acresper employeeAmmonsp270 and offer little insight as the sires of
reporting communities and their locations vary avidely as avell the acres of developed versus undevelopedparks
included are not clarifiea Therefore in understanding the adequacy or inadequacy of this Department
Parks stang it mould appear to be more meaninlto consider neighboring towns of similar side
Biddeford and Scarborough Hoavever due to drasticallyderent departmental organisational structures this
coarison offers little insight Some comparable datafollows on overall Parks Kecreation expenditures
Ammons DN 2001 iVlunicial Benchmarks Assessing Local Peifoimance and Establishing Community Standards
2nd ed Sage Publications
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City Name Total Budget Parks Budget Recreation
Budget
Program
Revenue Program
Revenue
to Total
Bud et
Population
2000
Census
PortlandN 2465 139945 13255 0 855707 35 64249
Lewiston 849320 322679 526641 23500 3 35690
So PortlandN 2590328 81947 1770849 5000 19 23324
BrunswickA 83225 21172
Biddeford 816000 39000 426000 125000 15 20942
SanfordN 515000 268500 246500 70000 14 20806
Au ustaN 7351 8 578027 15711 18500
Scarborough 366411 16970
SacoA 408745 184652 224093 80950 20 16822
Westbrook 95843 43245 526498 92126 10 1642
GorhamA 455841 XXXXXX 204633 311208 68 1441
Falmouth 692421 350474 3419 7 28196 41 1115
KennebunkP 63000 112000 518000 35000 56 10476
To shamA 359542 Combined Combined 1039 0 29 9100
OOBA 90039 96091 107 856
City Name Of
Households
Budgeted per
Household
Program
Revenue per
Household
per
House
hold
Median Household
Income
Poi4landN 29714 8297 2879 208 35650
Lewiston 15290 55 154 217 29191
So PortlandN 10047 25782 4980 27 42770
BrunswickA 8150 102 234 4002
Biddeford 8636 9449 1447 232 34976
SanfordN 8270 6227 846 248 34668
AugustaN 8565 853 210 29921
Scarborough 6462 21145 259 56491
SacoA 6801 601 1190 244 45105
Westbrook 6863 13973 1342 243 37873
GorhamA 4875 9350 6384 267 50316
Falmouth 3948 17539 7142 256 66855
KennebunkP 4229 14897 8276 244 50914
TopshamA 3424 10500 304 262 47682
OOB 4294 2096 2238 205 36568
Advisory Committee
Policjr Committee
NoDedicated Committee
In considering the Parks Kecreation Departments overall use of resources it may be more a2s f2l to look
to at the cztien satisfaction ratings of Parks Kecreation as a department which folloa to understand
how well cztien needs are being met
Finally of the total city services budget the Parks Recreation Department utilizes 145
137 in FY 2004 to perform their duties or a per capita cost to citizens in FY05 of
3517307 in FY 2004 In terms of a median home valued at 15000 3458 of the
annual property tax bill in 2005 of 2385 funded the Park and Recreation Departments
activities
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Department Service Delivery Goals
1 To provide programs that will meet the leisure needs of the citizens of Saco
The Departmentfocuses on offering a variety of programs to serve the various indiviclpopilations within
the community preschoolyouth teens adults and seniorcitiens
2 To provide all programs in a financially sound and responsible manner The Parks
Recreation Department will continue to be guided bycostfservice principles with
regard to our rates fees and charges We are committed to continuous improvements
in all programs and will provide value to our participants
To keep the leisure pursuits of Sacoscitizens within financial reach of all community members is aguiding
principle to the Parks Kecreation Departments operations
3 To assure continued maintenance expansion and procurement of Parks Recreation
facilities both active and passive
The Parks Kecreation Department has to anticipate both nezv demand ana continually evaluate anarefine
its ongoing operations in order to meet Sacosneeds as it continues to grow and change
The impact of the Parks Recreations Department mission and service delivery goals
influence on the citys Leisure Services Investment strategic goal
Performance Data The measures used by the Parks Recreation Department to gauge their
performance in achieving these goals are as follows
1 To increase from year to year the variety of programs offered to the various
populations within the community preschool youth teens adults and senior citizens
Service Delivery Goal 1
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PROGRAMS Offered
in 2003
Offered
in 2004
Offered
in 2005
TBall Yes Yes Yes
Hershey Track Yes Yes No
Post Season Basketball Clinic No Yes Yes
PreSeason Baseball Clinic No Yes Yes
PreSchool Day Camp Yes Yes Yes
Day Camp for 5 through 11 year olds Yes Yes Yes
Before Care Yes Yes Yes
After Care Yes Yes Yes
Extended Camp Yes No Yes
TriCity Teen Camp Yes Yes Yes
Swimming Instruction Yes Yes Yes
Gymnastics Yes Yes Yes
PreSchool Movement Tumbling Yes Yes Yes
Tot Program Yes Yes Yes
HeadStart Gymnastics Yes Yes Yes
Commercial Boot Camp Yes Yes No
Model Boot Camp Yes Yes No
Youth Tennis Instruction Yes Yes Yes
Tricity Adult Tennis League Yes Yes Yes
Red Cross BabySitting Class Yes Yes Yes
CPRFirst Aid No Yes Yes
WomensSloPitch Softbasll League Yes Yes Yes
Kinder Soccer Fall Yes Yes Yes
PreSeason Fall Soccer Clinic Yes Yes Yes
Fall SoccerGrad s 1 to 6 Yes Yes Yes
Field Hockey Yes Yes Yes
Open Basketball18 Over Yes Yes Yes
Over 40 Basketball Yes Yes Yes
CoED Volleyball Yes Yes Yes
WomensVolleyball League Yes Yes Yes
WalkJog Fitness Class Yes Yes No
Open Walk No Yes Yes
PreSchool Arts CraftsDay Camp Yes No Yes
PreSeason Basketball Clinic No Yes Yes
PreSeason Coaches Clinic Yes Yes Yes
Youth BasketballGrades 1 6 Yes Yes Yes
Travel BasketballGrades5 8 Yes Yes Yes
Girls Travel Grades 7 8 No Yes No
PreSeason Travel Clinic No Yes Yes
Indoor Soccer Grades 1 6 Yes Yes Yes
Indoor Kinder Soccer No Yes Yes
CheerleadingGrades 1 6 Yes Yes Yes
Bowling Yes No No
Vacation Day Camps No Yes Yes
No School Camp No Yes Yes
Middle After School Program No Yes Yes
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The Parks Kecreation Department is in the process of revieaving the purchase of a softavare system avhich
will allow them to track the number of particzpants in each program as well as what ard of the City they
are from in order to improve the appropriateness ofprograms offered based on this important demographic
information They hope to have this softare on line duringfiscalyear 2006
2 a To maintain a fair and stable fee structure while keeping within 85 of the local
municipal market and b to add anumber of scholarship funding from outside
sources in the fiscal year Service Delivery Goa12
City of Saco Program Comparison Costs for Surrounding Communities
Saco 05 Biddeford 04
Scarborough
04
YMCA
04
Current Cost
Pro rams For Pro rams
Fall Soccer 3500 3500 2500 4500
Basketball 3500 3500 2500 5500
Swimming 300 At YMCA Rate
7500@ Port
YWCA
2400
4800
Travel Basketball 9500
3500
Fundraisers NA NA
78 TravelBall 500 NA NA NA
Indoor Soccer 2500 NA 2500 NA
Summer Day Camp 5000 6500 lOwks 9000 8wks NA
Weekl 7500 6500 13500 1200
Before After Care 900 Included Included 1500
Before or After Care 500 Included Included 100
Extended Camp 7500 Included NA NA
Gymnastics K2 200 NA
1000
2daysSwk NA
Gymnastics 38 300 NA
1000
2days5wk NA
Cheerleading 300 5500Per Camp NA NA
Infant Toddler
Pro ram 200 2500 NA NA
Game Session 200 2500 NA NA
MensBasketball 300 2500 2 per day NA
WalkJogFitness NA 3500 500 NA
Aerobics 300 2500 NA
CoEdVolleyball 200 2500 NA NA
Tennis 2500 2500 4500 NA
Summer G mnastics 300 NA NA NA
PreSchool Program 2500 2500 NA
6500Wk
halfday
TBall 300 2500 Little League
4500Non
resid
Hershey Track NA 2500
600 Not
Hershey NA
The department believes it is the only organization that made major cost changes in 2005
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B Adding scholarshpfundingfrom outside sources will enhanceprograms offered by making
them available to those participants avho cannotpay the frillfee Donors avill be assaired that their
contributions are r2tilied by Parks Kecreation in frill
3 To provide safe clean and aesthetically pleasing facilities to maintain andor meet
the growing needs and demands of the community in order to increase the number of
passive and active facilities maintained by the Department as well as increase the use of
existing facilities Service Delivery Goal 3
Facility Name Maintained Maintained Maintained
in 2003 in 2004 in 2005
75 Franklin Street Community Center NO YES YES
80 Common Street Community Center YES YES YES
Open Door Senior Center YES YES Partially
School Street Maintenance Building YES YES YES
Front Street Parks Maintnenace Area YES YES YES
Pepperell Park YES YES YES
Front Street Boat Ramp YES YES YES
Riverfront Park YES YES YES
Cataract Substation Park YES YES YES
Jubilee Park YES YES YES
Haley Park YES YES YES
Eastman Park YES YES YES
Joe Riley Park YES YES YES
Diamond Riverside Park YES YES YES
Plymouth Recreation Area YES YES YES
Memorial Field YES YES YES
Dyer Library and Saco Museum YES YES YES
Young School Recreation Area YES YES YES
Shadagee Woods Recreation Area YES YES YES
Ryan Farms Recreation Area YES YES YES
Saco Middle School Recreation Area YES YES YES
Boothyby Park YES YES YES
Saco Landfill Recreation Area YES 12ACRES YES 12ACRES YES 6 ACRES
Hillview Heights Tot Lot YES YES YES
Thornton Academy Baseball and Softball field lining YES YES YES
Mowing all pump stations PDCity Hall and DPW YES YES YES
Brookside II NO NO YES
Again as noted above the software being reviewed by the department will allow the department to track number of
uses of eachfacility It is anticipated that this software will he implemented in fiscalyear 2006
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Citizen Survey The Parks Recreation Department is rated fairly positively by citizens sur
veyed across the various dimensions of its service delivery performance examined with
mean ratings ranging from 366 to 438 on the scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means very dissatis
fied and 5 means very satisfied However in many cases a large percent of respondents
are neutral neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the Department performance likely an
indication that there is room for improvement in most areas As well in most cases percents
of respondents who did not know how to rate Parks Recreation services increased also a
negative trend Specific aspects of the Parks Recreation Department performance are ex
plored below
On the first key aspect of general performance examined Overall Quality of City Parks a
majority of citizens surveyed 633 are either very satisfied 245or somewhat
satisfied 388while only45 are somewhat dissatisfied and 8 are very
dissatisfied a tota153However as noted above 16 or almost one of every five
respondents were neutral about the overall quality of cinr parks indicating that such
respondents while not actively unhappy with the city parks are not happy either Addition
ally 155 of respondents or more than one in ten were unable to rate their satisfaction
levels regarding City parks A mean response of 397 for this critical aspect of Parks
Recreation performance is the result which is better than last years rating of 385 but not
much
Overall Quality of City Parks
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The walking 2004 3 100 203 288 220 158 367
d biki t ilan ng ra s
in the City 2005 3 8 193 253 223 213 369
The availability 2004 28 70 215 293 160 235 364
of and access
to City
community 2005 20 73 170 248 150 340 366
centers
The 2004 10 28 188 438 238 100 396
i t fma n enance o
City parks and
athletic facilities 2005 10 38 160 38 215 195 394
The Citys 2004 30 73 150 305 145 298 366
youth and adult
recreation
2005 10 5 185 273 140 338 372
programs
Other City 2004 13 23 8 330 490 58 434
community
events such as
the Sidewalk
Art Fair and 2005 05 15 95 295 478 11 3 438
Pumpkin Fest
The 2004 23 65 168 280 183 283 375
reasonableness
of fees charged
for recreational 2005 08 3 150 273 223 315 398
programs
Even for the popular issue of other community events it is important to note that large
segments of the total responses fell in the DontKnow and Neutral categories Based on
these ongoing uncertain ratings from year to year it seems that a generalization still may hold
that there is room for improvement in most areas
The review of citizen response to performance of the Parks Recreation Department has
been given careful attention in this report This is due to the importance of citizen opinion in
understanding the performance of Parks Recreation which so clearly directly affects the
Citys strategic goal of Leisure Service Investment and because we still have little internal data
on performance to consider The Parks Recreation Department also contributes to citizens
experiences of the overall quality of life in Saco which as already reported is quite positive
mean rating of416 and so is worth mentioning While not a heavy consumerof financial
resources Parks Recreation as a department is responsible in part for what many citizens do
in personal pursuit of adding to their quality of life Therefore it is worth balancing the
assessment of the current performance of Parks Recreation with a reminder about the
department contribution to the overall positive image of the City
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As well in recognition of the importance of Parks Recreation in the life of citizens and
in recognition of the Citys work to meet citizens changing needs there are many positive
developments going on in the Parks Recreation Department to consider For example there
is the consolidation of operations into the newly renovated Amory building This has allowed
for expanded and improved operations departmentwid Almost immediately Parks
Recreation has been able to consolidate programs under one roof improving accessibility for
citizens and expand its offerings
As well the development of the former landfill into amultiuseopen space is another ongoing
improvement for Parks Recreation and the City As projects are completed there should be
measurable improvements in citizens ratings for both quality of parks and quality of programs
and facilities over time given proper support and investment by the City The Parks
Recreation Department is still undergoing major transformations now in order to keep up with
the growing and changing needs of the citizens going forward
For further information abort the ongoing improvementsplannedfnr the Parks Kecreation Department
Please see Kecreation Advisory Board Needs Assessment 2004 and A Plan for the Parks 200
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fission StatementMeeting the needs ofresidents whether those
proposing a new usein their homes or those coneerned with new
developmentnearby andhelping the City Council and Planning Poard toguide the
citysgro are the roles ofthe Planning andDevelopmentDepartment
Scope of Operations The Planning and Development Department is responsible for a variety
of activities and ongoing concerns
Processing an average of 102conditional use permits annually to consider special
uses that are not allowed as a matter of right within a zoning district
Processing an average of 15 site plan applications annually for multiple family
developments and commercial and industrial developments
Ongoing work with various organizations for improvements to downtown Saco
Ongoing work with private regional and state entities on development of former mill
complexes and individual mill sites as well as new industrial and business parks and
other commercial enterprises
Working on planning issues with the city organization such as with Parks Recreation
and outside professionals on planning and development of the Landfill Reuse Plan and
other open space opportunities
Working on long range goals and planning issues with the City Council the Planning
Board and the Economic Development Commission and developing long range plans
such as the Comprehensive Plan and the Downtown Plan
Identifying and applying for appropriate grants for funding of all levels of projects
ongoing within the city
Administer the historic preservation ordinance
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Use of Resources There are 3 full time employees in the Saco Planning and Develop
ment and Department Neighboring towns of similar size Biddeford and Scarborough
employ 4 and 5 respectively in their Planning and Development Departments
Of the total city services budget the Planning and Development Department util
izes 58 54 in FY 2004 to perform its duties or a per capita cost to citizens in
FY05 of 1405 119 in FY 2004 In terms of a median home valued at 15000
1384 of the annual property tax bill in fiscal year 2005 of2385 funded the work of
this department
Department Service Delivery Goals
1 To assure that all applications submitted to the Planning and Development De
partment are processed in a timely and thorough fashion with assistance pro
vided as needed to
applicants such that a fair and complete hearing is possible in a reasonable time
frame
The Departmentfoc2ses on timely responses and ensa2z gcoliance in order to meet the demandsfor
growth within the City
2 The Department will complete one major plan each year except in the year
immediately following a Comprehensive Plan Examples in recent years include
the Downtown Plan the Comprehensive Plan and Bicycle Pedestrian Plan
The department and City Administration realise that these sorts of majorplans areiortant to chart
the
f2turegrowth and development of the City and to assure thatgrowth and expansion occ2rsconsistently
from oneyear to the next
3 The department will complete at least one major substantive set of ordinance
revisions each year except in the year following the passage of a Comprehensive
Plan when many such ordinance revisions will already be done
The impact of the Planning and Department mission and service delivery goal
heavily influence the citys strategic goal of Growth Management
The Department realises the importance of consistency which is achieved through the detailed direction
given in the creation and updating of City ordinances
1
Performance Data The measures used by the Planning and Development Department to gauge
their performance in achieving this goal is as follows
1A Upon receipt of a conditional use application Planning Board review will be
scheduled within 30 days for at least 95 of all such applications Service Deliver Goal 1
Conditional Use Requiring Review scheduled Requiring Review scheduled
Applications Planning Board within 30 days Staff Review and approved within
Year Received Review Target of 95 Only 30 days Target of 95
2004 NA NA 90 NA NA
2005 13 4 100 9 100
anecdotal
1B Upon receipt of a site plan application Planning Board review will be scheduled within
45 days for at least 95 of all such applications Service Delivery Goal 1
Site Plan Requiring Review scheduled Requiring Review scheduled
Review Applications Planning Board within 45 days Staff Review within 45 days
Year Received Review Target of 95 Only Target of 95
2004 NA NA 90 NA NA
2005 12 8 100 4 100
anecdotal
2 Department will complete one major plan each calendar year except for a year
immediately following the completion of the Comprehensive Plan Service Delivery Goal 2
Plan 2000 2002 2004 2005
Comprehensive Plan X
Regional Beach Management Plan X
Saco Spirit for Business Recommendation X
Bicycle Pedestrian Plan X
Rte 112 Study X
Main Street Access Study X
York County Economic Development Plan Update X
Downtown Market Study X
3 Department will complete at least one major substantive set of ordinance
revisions each calendar year Service Delivery Goa13
2
Ordinance 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Cluster Housing X
Extensive Comprehensive Plan Amendments X
Cell Towers
Recreation Open Space Impact Fees
Private Roads
Extensive Housekeeping Amendments
Net Density Signs
Design Standards
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Citizen Survev The Planning and Development Department satisfaction rating this year still
falls between neutral and somewhat satisfied for its overall service delivery performance by
citizens surveyed with a mean rating of 347 on the scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means very
dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied About 38 of total respondents were very
satisfied 11 or somewhat satisfied 273while about 12 were somewhat
dissatisfied 9 or were very dissatisfied 3 A large percent of respondents 228
were neutral while 27 responded they dontknow that is they had no opinion Both of
these response categories combined influenced the final rating slightly lower
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The Citys
2004 3 68 223 2903 113 273 353
Planning and
Economic
Development 2005 3 0 9 0 22 8 2 3 11 0 27 0 347
Department 0
The
2004 3 8 6 8 321
238
8 0 36 5 340
timeliness of
the Citys
response on
planning
matters 2005 3 0 9 0 22 0 19 3 8 5 38 3 34related to 0
new
construction
As with last year when asked about the specific aspect of timeliness on planning matters
related to new construction the rating by survey respondents dropped slightly to a mean
response of 34 on the 1 to 5 scale It is important to note that the dontknow
respondents jumped up to 38 in this case versus this response to the broader question
which was 27 while the very satisfied respondents dropped to 85 versus 11 and
the somewhat satisfied fell to 193 versus 273 As this measure of citizen
satisfaction is the only rating directly tied to how the Department rates its own performance
special notice of the mean rating as well as the dontknow responses should continue to
be taken and remedies to this low satisfaction rate considered and undertaken
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When asked about the specific aspect of the citys planning for growth the rating by survey
respondents dropped again to amean response of 32 on the 1 to 5 scale In this case the
majority 38 felt the citys planning for growth was average that is neither poor nor good
while only 65had no opinion 19 felt the citys planning for growth was either poor 13
or very poor 6 and 36 felt the citys growth planning was good 298or
excellent68 These ratings do not reflect improvement over last year
2004 2005
5 Excellent 95 68
4 Good 265 298
3 Average 398 380
2 Poor 138 130
1 Very poor 3 60
Dontknow 73 65
Very Somewhat satisfied combined 360 366
Very Somewhat dissatisfied combined 17 190
Mean Response 1 to 5 327 320
Finally when asked about the level of growth in Saco about 46 of respondents thought it
was about right and 7 thought it was too little while 44 thought itwas too much
Only35 if citizens surveyed did not know how to rate the level of growth in the city
Level ofGrowth in Saco
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2004 50 480 443 28
2005 68 458 440 35
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The surveyed citizensrating for growth planning again was the least positive of all the related
questions put forth about Planning and Development Department as well as one of the
lowest rankings for the City overall Alongside the 44 of respondents who responded this
year that Sacos level of growth is too much and last year it was 443how growth of the
city is handled appears to remain the largest issue of concern for citizens that can be yielded
from this survey process Of note respondents aged 35 to 54 were more likely then those
aged 18 to 34 or 55 and older to indicate that the level of growth in Saco is too much
How the issue of performance can be addressed by the Planning and Development
Department may be in part a matter of improved communications as so many respondents
had no opinion when it came to rating the department on its performance If further
information on the successes of the department was made available such as grants awarded or
new businesses brought to the city it might improve the image of the department as well as
help citizens better understand the departments overall role As to the specific concerns of
citizens about growth and growth planning further thought still needs to be given by the city
administration as to how to address this issue Based on qualitative feedback from the citizens
advisory panel more citizen input into this issue is warranted
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Scope of Operations The City ClerksOffice maintains all municipal records for the City
of Saco including those of Vital Statistics births marriages and deaths also marriage in
tentions which are no longer recorded those relating to State of Maine requirements
hunting and fishing licenses dog licenses and those relating to City of Saco requirements
business licenses Camp Ellis permits dump permits permits for miscellaneous vendors
moorings taxi drivers and taxi businesses and victualers The City Clerk also maintains re
cords of Annual Reports and City Council Meeting minutes and the permanent records of
the City such as the easements it holds titles to City owned vehicles contracts the City has
with vendors etc Records date from 1796 to the present The City ClerksOffice also
oversees all Voter Registration efforts and all elections for the City
Finally the City Clerk is responsible for operating the General Assistance Office which
provides assistance to community members requiring financial aid from the City
Use of Resources There are 2 full time employees in the City Clerk and General Assistance
Office and 2 parttime employees that assist with Voter Registration During elections
there are 45 or so additional paid temporary helpers that man the polls in 3 voting places for
13500 registered voters Neighboring towns of similar size and overall budget Biddeford
and Scarborough employ 2 and 25 fulltime equivalents plus 1 and 2 additional individuals
that assist with voter registration in their City ClerksOffice respectively Biddeford has
14500 registered voters and Scarborough has 14000 registered voters
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Of the city services budget the City Clerks Office utilizes 4448 in FY 2004 to perform
their duties or a per capita cost to citizens in FY05 of X1090 1065 in FY 2004 In terms of
a median home valued at 15000 X1049 of the annual property tax bill in 2005 ofX2385
Department Service Delivery Goals
1 To assure that the Vital Records as well as permanent records in our care meet State
Required mandates in order to preserve the history for future generations
As mandated by State law archived records must be refurbished as needed in order to preserve
them The condition and age of the books where statistics are recorded determines the restoration
process As records date back to 1796 there are numerous volumes ofrecords where the ink and
paper as well as the bindings are seriously deteriorated many ofwhich cannot be scanned elec
tronically in order to archive them One book of such recorded statistics costs about X2000 to be
permanently restored and about 4 months for an outside vendor to
accomplish Thus this process is both costly and time consuming
2 To conduct elections in a manner that will enable our residents to exercise their
Constitutional rights in a timehr manner avoiding parking issues children safety and long
lines at the polls
The City Clerk coordinates with the School Department as a majority of all voting places are in
local schools
3 To provide financial assistance to all people who apply for and are determined eligible
for the assistance The General Assistance Office will give referrals to other organization
which may also be able to provide financial assistance or services
The General Assistance Office has regular hours on Tuesdays and Thursdays and offers emer
gency hours as needed on Mondays Wednesdays and Fridays for those seeking financial assis
tance
Performance Data The measures used by the City Clerk to gauge its performance in
achieving these goals are as follows
The impact of the City Clerksmission and service delivery goals modestly
influence the citys Technological Innovation and Implementation strategic goal
1 To continue to restore Vital Records by tracking the number of volumes successfully
restored and to track those records captured electronically annually and those
records captured electronically through the scanning process with a final goal of
100 Service
Delivery Goal 1
Since 200 all current recordr have Teen electronically capt2red as avell aspermanently archived There are 60
volumes of old book ofavhich 75 up from 72 in 2004 have been restored in the last 92years There are 7
volumes that avill need attention in the near future leaving 38 Heaver book that are currently in goodphyical
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2 Tracking the number of calls deput registrars receive during each election of issues to
resolve Service Delivery Goa12
200 3 complaints were received and one major issue had to be resolved durzng the election which wasa
parking issue at one of thepollingplaces It wasat the Saco Middle School and a drool organisation had called
for a meeting that very same evening which limited theparking availablefor voters Theproblem has never
occurred again
2002 3 complaints were received due to thefact that there wasastatement on the ballot that the City
Council endorsed a bond issue Kesidentsfelt that this was influenczng the vote and had strong objections to the
endorsement No major issues had to be resolved durzng the election
2003 2 complaints were received that acandidate on the ballot was handing outflyers within 250 feet ofa
polling place Once the candidate was advised that they were in violation of State law the candidate moved on and
complied with the guidelines No major issues had to be resolved durzng the election
2004 2 complaints were received about apoliticalgroup at apolling place Thegroup was in fact registered with
the Secretary of State and met the applicable guidelines so thepoliticalgroup did not have to vacate the polling
place No major issues had to be resolved durzng the election
2005 0 complaints were received
3 Tracking the time from when a qualified applicant enters the general assistance
system to when their application is processed with a goal of within 24 hours
Service Delivery Goal 3
2003 Clients 2003 Clients 2004 Clients 2004 Clients 2005 Clients 2005 Clients
Seen Who Qualified Seen Who Qualified Seen Who Qualified
January 8 4 13 9 12 7
February 6 5 11 10 7 5
March 9 7 12 12 11 9
April 7 6 9 8 6 6
May 7 6 9 7 7 5
June 10 6 5 5 14 13
July 3 2 8 8 10 8
August 6 3 7 6 10 10
September 4 2 11 8 9 6
October 13 8 6 3 11 9
November 7 6 11 8 15 12
December 8 7 9 7 11 10
Total 88 62 111 91 123 100
of Total 7045 8198 8130
All qualifying were provided assistance within 24 hours
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Citizen Survev Regarding the goal of records restoration there is little useful information
for assessing the City Clerk in this area from the citizen survey It is likely even a stretch to
propose that the City Clerk is doing well in its ongoing project based on the absence of
complaints about the quality of the effort to archive records as this is an obscure activity
taking place outside most citizens scope of experience
Due to the fact that the City Clerk provides current records for citizens and oversees the
General Assistance Office it continues to seem appropriate to consider how citizens rate
transactions done at City Hall to explore the City Clerksservice delivery performance For
fiscal year 2005 733of citizens surveyed responding that they are somewhat
satisfied 33 or very satisfied 400with the ease of doing business in person at
City Hall The mean rating in this area showed improvement to 411 in FY 05 from 403in
FY 04 using the 1 to 5 scale where a 1 means very dissatisfied and a 5 means very
satisfied Even though the survey does not discriminate between areas of the organization
for citizens to rate it is logical to consider this positive rating in considering the City Clerks
performance as it is certain that some citizens experience at City Hall is directly related to
the City Clerksscope of operations
In terms of its goal of conducting elections in a timely mannerwith minimal problems
citizens surveyed again rated the City Clerk very positively on this specific aspect of its
service delivery Over 80 of respondents were very satisfied 558or somewhat
satisfied 268only 83 were neutral and 40 were very dissatisfied15 or
somewhat dissatisfied2553 of the citizens surveyed had no opinion which
makes sense in that apercent of the eligible population does not vote in this survey 228
of citizens surveyed reported they did not vote in the last election The overall mean rating
on this issue was 4 up from 436 in FY 04 once again among the Citys best ratings for
service delivery
Very satisfies
558
Very dissatisfied Somewhat dissatisfied Neutral
Somewhat satisfied Very satisfied Dontknow
satisfied
3
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Dontknow Very dissatisfied Somewhat dissatisfied nio rai
The City Clerk still plans to implement a system using laptops to resolve problems during
elections whereby registrars could access the complete permanent records at City Hall and not
solely rely on paper reports at each individual voting place The laptop system would cut down
on the high volume of calls the City Clerksoffice fields during elections regarding voter
registration issues and improve the voting process but has yet to be prioritized for funding
Specifically included in the rating of the overall city administration Administrators Office
Finance Department and City ClerksOffice citizens surveyed rated these 3 areas combined
fairly positively overall with a mean rating of 386 up from3731ast year on the scale of 1 to
5 where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied Over 60 are somewhat
satisfied 433or very satisfied 220with these three areas however a large percent
of respondents 185still are neutral neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the overall
performance of City Administration including the City Clerk and another 93 dontknow
how to rate their satisfaction level This would seem to indicate citizens still feel there is room
for some improvement in the 3 different areas included in this rating
M can Ratings for City M anagement
The Citys ad m in istra don
The Citys Assessing and
Valuations Office
The ease of doing business
in person at City Hall
The quality of the
information you receive
regarding the City budget
the use of taxpayer dollars
The ease of voting in the
City of S acobased on the
lasttime you voted in Saco
M can Rating
X2005 02004
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Scope of operations In fiscal year 2005 the Saco Fire Department rescue and fire divisions
responded to 325 calls for service inspected approximately 2301ocal businesses inspected 30
new occupancies provided fire education to over 800 students in grades K5 and had 1100
contacts in the public education and prevention bureau
Primary operations are directed from Central Station where the crew is comprised of all career
firefighters supported with a paid on call department Additionally the fire department runs
two substations to cover outlaying parts of the city staffed by paid volunteer firefighters The
North Saco Station personnel are radio dispatched from their residences while a student livein
program staffs the Bayview Station The Fire Department collaborated with local Southern
Maine Community College to find an innovative solution to low volunteer response in the
Bayview district Now in exchange for housing at the station several students majoring in
paramedicine and fire science man the station and receive training in conjunction with the
volunteer and career departments
According to data gathered from the National Fire Protection Association a City of Sacos size
can be expected to operate just over 2 stations Ammons p 149 Given the seasonal increase
in population in the Camp Ellis and other tourist areas and the 37 square mile area that the fire
department has to cover Saco has found that operating 3 stations is the only effective way to
keep response time at an acceptable level The substations provide initial fire and basic
emergency medical response to their outlying districts with a full fire assignment or Advanced
Medical response simultaneously being dispatched from Central Station
Ammons DN 2001 iVlunicial Benchmarks Assessing Local Peifoimance and Establishing Community Standards
2nd ed Sage Publications
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Use of Resources There are 36 fulltime employees of the Saco Fire Department divided into 4
crews that work 24 hour shifts of 8 per shift including 2 shift officers with 3 command
officers that work daily Monday through Friday Additionally there are 40 trained and paid on
call firefighters including the 41ivein students Of the total citrservices budget the fire
department utilizes46512 in FY 2004 to perform their duties or a per capita cost to
citizens in FY05 of 12732 1134 in FY 2004 In terms of a median home valued at
15000 10637 of the annual property tax bill in fiscal year 2005 of2385 funded the fire
department operations
A neighboring twin city of similar demographics Biddeford employees more career firefighters
with fewer volunteers Both cities provide and receive automatic mutual aid when necessary
Fire D epartment B udget Analysis
Biddeford Saco
Personnel 2020964 1592479
Operating 531659 221976
TOTAL 2552623 1814455
Department Service Delivery Goals
1 To ensure that the initial fire and emergency medical services units arrive on scene
with adequate staffing to safely and effectively begin immediate emergency scene
operations while the emergency is still at a manageable stage
Thefundamental assazmption is that a speedy response avill increase the likelihood offire containment
survival of an aazdent victim etc The goal is the initial district engine avill begin suppression orprovide
basic lfe sapport within 4 minutes of leaving the station
2 To provide employees training in accordance with state and national standards
The Saco Fire Department has chosen to maintain aprofessional staff in its strategyfor delivering
emergency services which means training is key
3 To reduce the loss of life and property through code compliance for buildings
under construction fire safety inspections for existing buildings and public fire
education specifically targeting nationally recognized age groups of the young and
elderly
By usingfire safety inspections to reduce occ2rren eand providingfamiliarity of occupancies forfirefighters
avorking in conjunction avith the building and planning departments usingpublic education for the elderly and
young such as ourjuvenile fire setter intervention programs andportablefire education trailer ourgoal is to
reduce injuries andproperty loss due tofires
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The impact of the fire department mission and service delivery goals
heavily influences the citys strategic goal of ensuring public safety
Performance Data The measures used by the fire department to gauge their performance in
achieving their goals are as follows
1 Response Times Percentage of incidents where the initial apparatus arrives on
the scene within 5 minutes from the time it is dispatched from the station or is
dispatched from a remote location with a short term goal of 65 and an ultimate
goal of 90 This allows 1 minute for turnout time and 4 minutes for actual travel
time Service Delivery Goal 1
AllEmergencyResponses Dispatch to Arrival on Scene includes 1 minute turnout
time Overall response data based on Fire Department dispatch information
Date 05 m inutes 59 minutes 913 m inutes 13 minutes
FY 04 6200 2450 890 460
FY 05 6305 2430 935 30
Average 6253 2440 913 395
FY 05 Goal 6500 2750 750 00
RESCUE Dispatch to Arrival on Scene includes 1 minute turnout time Fire
department Kescr response ata basea on Fire Department Dispatch Information Indndes engine
EMS responses
Date 05minutes 59minutes 913 minutes 13 minutes
FY 04 556 3095 90 350
FY 05 652 255 725 1 90
Avera e 6045 285 858 270
FY 05 Goal 6500 2750 750 00
FIRE Dispatch to Arrival on Scene includes 1 minute turnout time Fire
Department Suppression response data basea on Fire Department Dispatch Information Does
not include nonemerge cy department details
Date 05minutes 59minutes 913 minutes 13 minutes
FY 04 6385 2215 865 535
FY 05 6105 2305 11 15 475
Average 6245 2260 90 505
FY 05 Goal 6500 2750 750 00
Fige suppression espouse tune hought the coynhined response time belozvgoal Thepzmay cause ofthe sloave
espouse zvas due to Main Sheet econstzctionosnhich shouldyield some iynpove7nents infutueerpone
dynes when coynpleted
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2 To provide employees training in accordance with state and national standards
Such that
A All new career and volunteer firefighters obtain state certification as
Firefighter 1 Service Delivery Goal 2
Beginning in filly 200 all neav department members both career and call are required to attain a state
certification as Firefighter regardless of past experience ire also continue to support all department members
in their attainment of Firefighter 9 and 2
State FF1 State FF2 Hazmat Operations State Instructor
Division FY04 FY05 FY04 FY 05 FY04 FY 05 FY 04 FY 05
Career 63 56 23 28 100 100 12 12
Call De artment 46 43 1 1 27 27 1 1
The careerfirefighters with outFF9 are all 20plusyear department veterans
B All career firefighters maintain their emergency medical licenses All call
department member are encouraged to attain and maintain emergency medical
licenses Service Delivery Goal 2
EMT Basic EMT Intermediate EMT Paramedic
Division FY 04 FY 05 FY 04 FY 05 FY 04 FY 05
Career 33 33 26 26 41 41
Call De artment 19 19 14 14 0 0
Currently 900 of the careerforce has obtained someform of an emergency medical license
C The Department as a whole complies with new requirements for firefighter and
emergency medical services safely incorporating new technologies and method
ologies Saco Fire Department meets all new state mandates and strives to train
all members in new technologies Service Delivery Goal 2
In fiscalyear 2004 ave qualified all career and many call department members in loan angle rope rescrze and
firefighter self rescue Infiscalyear 2005 zve acquired afrilly eguAped rope rescr vehicle avith ice rescue
capabilities and began training on this nez egupment
3 Annually increase the number of people within the city affected by code compli
ance fire inspections and public education programs Service Delivery Goal 3
Public Education
Occupancy Business Prevention Bureau
Training Inspection Inspections Contacts
FY 04 1315 25 250 NA
FY 05 800 30 230 1100
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Citizen Survey The fire department as a whole both fire and EMS continues to be rated
strongly positive for service delivery performance by citizens surveyed with a mean rating
of 451 451 in FY 2004 as wellon a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means very dissatisfied
and 5 mean very satisfied Over 80 of the total respondents were very satisfied or
somewhat satisfied while only 1 were somewhat dissatisfied and none reported
that they were very dissatisfied
Overall Quality of Fire Amulance Services
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c
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0
Somew hat Somew hat Very Dontknow orVery satisfied Neutral
satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied NA
p2004 523 328 53 05 0 93
2005 53 280 63 10 0 113
The mean response of 451 was influenced by the 11 of respondents who had no opinion
Of note the longer citizens surveyed have lived in the city andor the older the citizen the
more likely they were to rate the fire department positively possibly due to the fact that such
residents have had more opportunities on which to base their opinions As was concluded
last year it may be difficult for this department to improve scores based on the fact that there
will always be citizens surveyed that have no opinion or are neutral due to the fact that they
have not needed the service available The department will therefore continue to adequately
train personnel to be cognizant of response times to further public education and
ultimately be ready to respond to emergencies as needed
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Scope of Operations The Saco Police Department responded to 24570 calls for service in FY
2005 which include both traffic stops about 35 of total calls for service and responses to
incidents such as robberies assaults burglaries thefts and vehicle thefts about 65 of total calls
for service Aside from traffic stops the majority of the calls for police service involve theft
and assault including domestic violence incidents
Use of Resources There are 33 Plus the department now funds a full time regional drug
enforcement position whose work is primarily outside of the City full time sworn officers in the
Saco Police Department with 3 support staff and 9 Dispatchers additionally According to data
gathered from the US Department of Justice a New England city of Sacossize can be
expected to have a total Police Department staff of about 37 Ammons p 300 not including
Dispatch personnel
Law Enforcement Staffing Levels in US Cities 1998
Fulltime law enforcement employees and officersper 1 000 inhabitants bypopulation cluster
All cities 1000024999
Region Employees Officers Employees Officers
All cities 31 24 24 19
Northeast 35 28 21 18
New England 27 2 2 19
Saco 214 196
FY2005
Does not include Dispatch as comparative data does not
Ammons DN 2001lunicial Benchmarks Assessing Local Performance and Establishing Community Standards
2nd ed Sage Publications
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Of those 33 sworn officers 24 are Patrol Officers and 9 are in management such as the
Chie or are detectives The Patrol Officers handle the bulk of the calls for service which
means that there were approximately 1024 calls per Patrol Officer in the year Of the total
city services budget the Police Department utilizes606 634 in FY 2004 to perform
their duties or aper capita cost to citizens in FY2005 of 14673 14035 in FY 2004
In terms of a median home valued at 15000 14453 of the annual property tax bill in
fiscal year 2005 of 2385 funded the Police Departmentsoperations
Department Service Delivery Goals
1 To make our community safer by responding to citizen complaints of speeding
vehicles in specific neighborhoods through the thoughtful and creative allocation of
sufficient resources with the goal of increasing compliance with posted speed limits
The majorzty of callsfor Police service involve traffic stops thus the department intends to address this issue
with a specificprogramgeared toreeducating drzvers to obey speed limits through deterrence Thisprogram
avas developed to address an increasing number of corrrplaintsfrom the public regarding the volume of trac
and its speed Its unique approach includes beforeandfter assessments conducted urith the aid of an auto
mated traffic recorder to accrrately tabulate trac speed andpeak usage times
2 To reduce the amount of time between the initial report of an incident of domestic
violence and the arrival of officers onsce e to provide intervention and support to
victimsRapid police response to domestic violence incidents can often be aprimary
factor in keeping victims safe and preventing further injury to victims and family
members It also ensures quick and effective intervention and coordination of
services important measures in reducing recidivism and assuring successful
prosecution for perpetrators
3 To improve officercitizen relationships by increasing the number of non
enforcement contacts between uniformed officers and citizens
Increasing the comfort and trust levels betaveen citizens and theirpolice department can best occur in non
enforcementsituations Tie encourage positive community contacts as a mechanism to provide an atmos
phere that builds relationshps bete nocers and the community they serve
The impact of the Police Departments mission and service delivery goals heavily influence
on the citys strategic goal of ensuring Public Safety
Performance Data The measures used by the Police Department to gauge their perform
ance in achieving these goals are as follows
1 To reduce speeding violations in a targeted neighborhood by 20 following the
implementation of a remediation effort as compared to the number of violations
documented prior to the implementation of the plan Service Delivery Goal 1
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The Saco Police Department deployred the Selective Traffic Enforcement Program STEP at four
different locations this past year one in each quarter These locations were chosen based upon
several factors citizen complaints traffic volume officer observations and the proximity of the
location to major traffic arteries
A oneweek evaluation period during which traffic was discreetly monitored by the auto
mated traffic recorder ATR initiated the program This was followed by a two week enforce
menteducation period which included increased officer presence enforcement efforts and
heightened visibility After the culmination of this enforcement effort traffic was again monitored
with the ATR to measure impact The results are shown below
PreStep PostStep Change in
Location Compliance Compliance Percentage
Franklin Street 43 56 13
Jenkins Road 60 67 7
Ferry Road 91 91 no change
Maple Street 30 25 5
The resultsfrom there orts are not easily categorzed but arillprovide the basisfor much furtherstudy Sorne
empirical analysis would seem to suggest that in an area where the overwhelming majority oftrac is already
compliant Ferry Koad additional orts might not significantly impact traffic movement
The Maple Streetprogram may suggest that the majoazty oftrac travels at a speed that conditions allow it to
feel safe at andperhaps a speed limit adjustment should be considered This conclusion has been supported by
other information but we are currently analysing our resources inputocer time
visibility andpublicztyto determine what ect they may have As thisyearprogresses we will add to our re
search base to steer our continuedots to make our community a saferplace to live
2 To arrive at the scene of areported domestic disturbance within five minutes at least 80
of the time Service Delivery Goal 2
According to our statistics the Police Department response time averaged34 minutes during 2005 This repre
sents an improvement of approximately 35 over 2004 average response time 523 minutes Similarly im
pressive was an improvement in the number of times weazveonsce e within 5minutes of being dispatched
from the 2004 figure of65 to 80 thisyear iYe are pleased with this achievement as it translates into in
creased safetyfor victims and theirfamilies
Month
January
February
March
April
M ay
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL 2005
TOTAL 2004
City of Saco Police Department
Domestic Violence Response Data
of responded meeting average
complaints 5 minutes goal response
13 11 85 290 minutes
11 10 91 360 minutes
12 9 75 280 minutes
10 9 90 270 minutes
8 6 75 190 minutes
7 5 71 350 minutes
7 7 100 20 minutes
6 5 83 390 minutes
8 6 75 50 minutes
10 8 80 380 minutes
8 4 50 430 minutes
13 10 77 320 minutes
113 90 80
79 65
88
340 minutes
121 523 minutes
3 Officers achieve and maintain an average of at least one positive community contact per
week during the year Service Delivery Goal 3
City of Saco Police Department
Report of Positive Community Contacts
Total Contacts per Weekly Average
Contacts Officer Per Officer
2004 921 418 081
2005 571 259 049
Upon reviewing the standards being utilised yocersfor tabulating a Positive Cona2nity Contact it was
discovered that while all contacts were of apositive nature the tallying of such contacts was overstating resadts
lastyear and much of thisyear Adjustments were made and are certainly responsible for the decline especially
in the last quarter As well included in the totalocertally are supervisory personnel The philosophy of the
initiative is to encouragepatrol officers in becoming closer to citiens in their assigned areas Sergeants and
corporals availabiliy is adversely acted by a myriad ofadninirtrative and s72perviso y tasks so this goal is
more of a challengefor them to achieve Adjusting ourgoal to more accurately reflect this situation nay be more
realistic
Citizen Survey The Police Department is again rated quite positively for overall service delivery
performance by citizens surveyed with a mean rating of421 42 in FY 2004 on a scale of 1
to 5 where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied Almost 80 of total
respondents were very satisfied or somewhat satisfied while just over 4 were somewhat
dissatisfied or very dissatisfied
Overall Q uality of Police Services
500
400
300
0
m
ate
0 200
0
1 0
0
Very satisfied
Somew hat
Neutral
Somew hat Very Dont kn ow or
satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied NIA
p2004 415 38 128 30 10 35
X2005 43 360 125 23 20 40
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Additionally when asked about interacting with the Saco Police Department over85 of
citizens surveyed responded that they would feel very comfortable or somewhat
comfortable Just 73 responded they would feel somewhat cautious and only23
responded they would feel very cautious while 45 were neutral and only 8 had no
opinion This is even better than last years quite positive rating on interaction and is
encouraging in light of the problems with the positive community contact data reported
herein
Attitude Toward Interaction with Police Department
700
600
500
c
a
c 400
a
300
0
200
100
0
Very Som ew hat Soinew hat Very Dont know or
comfortable
Nelth er
comfortable cautious cautious NA
p2004 498 310 53 90 30 20
X2005 615 238 45 73 23 08
As with last year when asked about specific three areas of Police performance the ratings
were somewhat lower especially in the one area of enforcement of local traffic laws
where citizens surveyed had a mean response of 375 using the 1 to 5 scale
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Neighborhood 2004 13 28 115 265 228 35 403
policing
including
domestic
violence 2005 3 35 190 255 255 233 387
prevention
The Citys 2004 10 20 145 448 288 90 408
overall efforts
to prevent
2005 1 0 3 3 14 3 43 8 28 0 9 8 405crime
The 2004 28 103 208 378 255 30 375
enforcement
of local traffic
laws
2005 48 83 185 385 258 43 375
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The rating of Neighborhood Policing including domestic violence prevention with a
mean response of 387 was influenced again by a high percent of respondents who
answered dontknow Regardless the decline in positive rating for fiscal year 2005 on
this aspect of performance is worth noting for department study especially in light of the
improved response time police have achieved in domestic violence issues Across most of
these dimensions on satisfaction ratings the older citizens of Saco tended to rate the Police
Department more favorably a pattern seen elsewhere in responses to the citizen survey
This year the department intends to continue to focus on citizensconcerns with traffic
problems though its STEP Program The department also intends to make conscious
efforts to better communicate to the public the departmental successes as well as general
safety information through message boards the media and the reverse 911 system In this
way the department hopes to improve its standing in the community as much as possible
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Wastewater reatment ant
Howard Carter Director
hcarter@sacomaineorg
207 282 3564
Mission Statement The CityofSaco1astewater TreatmentPlant willpro
vide ourcustomers with high quality wastewaterservices through respon
sible sustainable andcreative stewardship ofthe resourcesand assets we
manage 1ewilldo this with a productive and talented workforce while
always strivingfor excellence
Scope of Operations
A subdivision of the Public Works Department the Wastewater Treatment Plant is
licensed to process up to 42 million gallons of wastewater per day In FY05 the plant
had an actual average daily flow of approximately 26 million gallons up from 2 million
gallons in FY 2004 of wastewater it treated which was comprised of wastewater from
residential and commercial sewers from industrial sources and from stormwater flow
The staff of the Wastewater Treatment Plant maintains 29 pumping stations throughout
the city as part of the complete system the sewer lines are maintained by Public Works
as well as the workings at the Plant Itself including a computerized system for monitoring
a continuous flow process of aeration settling and then finally the disinfections of the
remaining solids known as sludge which is then composted for beneficial reuse Addi
tionally the Wastewater staff provides information for the billing of system users which
is then collected by the Finance staff at City Hall
Use of Resources There are 11 full time employees at the Wastewater Treatment Plant
Nearby cities of similar size Biddeford and Scarborough with no Combined Sewer Over
flow System employ 15 and 12 staff at their Wastewater Treatment Plants respectively
The City of Saco has an average flow of 26 million gallons per day MGD Biddeford
has an average flow of approximately 35 MGD and Scarborough has an average flow of
approximately 18 MGD
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Of the total city services budget the Wastewater Treatment Plant does not utilize any of
the tax base dollars to perform their duties Rather the Wastewater Treatment Plant user
fees adequately support all operations of the facility
Department Service Deliverer Goals
1 We will protect the waterways of Saco through the effective and reliable operation
and maintenance of the wastewater collection and treatment systems We will man
age our resources and assets in an environmentally responsible manner while main
taining regulatory requirements and mandates
The operation of the Wastewater Treatment Plant is fundamental for ensuring the ongoing
environmental health of the City of Saco and its operations are subject to a variety of
local state and federal regulations
2 We will perform all services in a financially sound and responsible mannerwith
sufficient resources to properly operate and fully maintain the wastewater system
As the Wastewater Treatment Plant relies primarily on user fees we will continue to
be guided bycostofservice principles with regards to our rates fees and charges
We are committed to continuous improvements in all of our services and will
provide high value to our customers
In order to maintain the system optimally and affordably the staff of the Wastewater
Treatment Plant must balance managing costs to users with providing the best possible
service and keeping the system operational and
efficient
3 We will seek innovation and creativity in accomplishing our mission and enhancing
our services
The impact of the Wastewater Treatment Plantsmission and service delivery goals
heavily influence on the citys strategic goals of Meeting New Environmental
Regulation Challenges and Infrastructure and Capital Development and Maintenance
Throughinproveents in technology anaprocesses operation of the 1YlasteaterTreatment Plant can opti
nied in order to meet the groaning denanfrom 72sers
Performance Data The measures used by the Wastewater Treatment Plant to gauge their
performance in achieving these goals are as follows
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1 To meet all Federal State and Local environmental regulations while minimizing
inflow and infiltration into the combined wastewater collection system thus increasing
capacity for growth This can be measured by a the number of times there are CSOs
Combined Sewer Overflows into the Saco River and the severity of each occurrence
and b the number of monthly permit violations that occur within ayear
A CSO occurs when the collection system for wastewater is overwhelmed with
wastewater coming in for instance during a significant rainstorm such that over
flow occurs and instead of passing through the treatment system wastewater passes
directly into the Saco River If the collection system is well maintained and has
adequate capacity versus demand these occurrences should be infrequent and
minor in terms of volume passing untreated Service Delivery Goal 1
See the chart beloa which details the CSO events by month for the last 4years
Thefollowing awards have been received by the Sacolastewater Treatment Plantfor their CSO orts
US EPA 2000 Nationalfirstplace aavarfor Combined Sezver Overfloav CSO controlprogram
excellence
US EPA Kegion 2002 Operations and Maintenance Excellence Award
B A permit violation occurs when the quality of treated water as it leaves the
system is substandard in any of several ways the treated water has a high level of
total suspended solids TSS a high level of biological oxygen demand BOD
traces of remaining fecal matter andor improper PH levels how acidic versus
how alkaline it is
TSS remaining in treated water is harmful to other living creatures and a high BOD
means that the treated water does not have enough oxygen to support life Most
cities that routinely report BOD and TSS removal indicate high percentages
removed often well above 90 Ammons p 454 Service Delivery Goal 1
See thefollowing chart which details permit violations by month for the last 4years
Similarly remaining fecal matter and improper PH levels of treated water essentially
means output water is stillpolluted
Ammons DN 2001 iVlunicialBenchmarks Assessing Local Performance and Establishing Communit Standards
2nd ed Sage Publications
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2002 Violation TSS Removal BOD Removal Avg Monthly Flow MGD CSO Events
January NO 98 97 154 2
February NO 98 97 195 2
March NO 98 96 28 3
April NO 98 97 196 5
blav NO 98 97 187 9
June NO 98 97 192 9
July NO 98 97 128 4
August NO 99 97 101 0
September NO 99 97 124 2
October NO 98 96 148 3
November NO 98 97 215 4
December NO 98 96 209 3
2003 Violation TSS Removal BOD Removal Avg Monthly Flow bIGD CSO Events
January NO 99 97 15 0
February NO 99 97 182 3
March NO 98 96 325 8
April NO 99 97 274 3
blay NO 99 97 207 4
June NO 98 98 182 5
July NO 99 96 149 4
August 3 FECAL 98 98 146 3
September NO 98 97 144 2
October 1 FECAL 92 93 188 7
November NO 99 98 195 5
December NO 97 97 262 4
2004 Violation TSS Removal BOD Removal Avg Monthly Flow itIGD CSO Events
January 1 CHLORINE 99 98 163 0
February NO 98 97 141 1
March NO 98 96 182 0
April 2 SETTABEE SOLIDS 95 92 32 8
blay NO 99 98 245 6
June NO 99 96 174 3
July NO 99 97 171 8
August NO 98 96 217 14
September NO 97 99 189 2
October 1 FECAL 99 95 16 3
November NO 98 94 187 4
December 1 FECAL 94 91 27 2
2005 Violation TSS Removal BOD Removal Avg Monthly Flow MGD CSO Events
January NO 98 95 201 5
February NO 93 91 232 5
March 1 Fecal 97 93 279 4
April 1 BOD 1 TSS 1 Settable Solids 88 85 4 5
May 1 TSS 87 85 371 8
June NO 95 90 254 5
July NO 98 96 196 8
August NO 98 97 148 5
September NO 97 96 127 4
October NO 95 95 347 13
November NO 93 90 291 5
December NO 93 91 294 6
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Setting targets for CSO events and permit violations such as no more than 3 per
month in either category or no more than 1 per month of reportable severity is a
challenge for the Wastewater Treatment Plant staff at this time This is because such
incidences are primarily weather driven and the system has a current existing capacity
that can be exceeded in unusual circumstances 2005 was recorded as one of the wettest
years on record and the number of CSO events and permit violations reflect that
specifically in the spring and again in October It simply isntcost effective to upgrade
the system to anticipate all such possibilities That being said the Wastewater Treatment
Plant is undergoing two significant upgrades with a total budget of just under4000
that will address significantly the existing capacity issues Upon completion data will be
gathered across 2006 to establish benchmarks for performance and to set targets for the
future
2 To maintain a fair and stable fee structure while minimizing debt service and mini
mizing infrastructure deterioration This can be measured by comparing the increase
in user fees to the percentage of debt service the city carries that is related to Waste
water Treatment Plant investment and operations and the percentage decrease in the
value of Wastewater Treatment Plant assets over time
The idea is to manage fees fairly for users while also maintaining adequate invest
ment in the infrastructure of the plant and its operations to maintain the system for
the long term Service Delivery Goa12
In its simplest tuns this translated to a rate increase in 2004 for72sersfor thefirst tune in 7years
and then an adjustment down in rates in 2005 with improvements ongoing in both years
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500000 250
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200000 100
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3 We will continuously seek new and improved ways to accomplish our goals through the
identification of new technologies and processes that will allow for better performance
while maintaining a stable and consistent workforce in order to keep up with the growth
within the city This can be measured by tracking the number of users on the wastewater
system versus the number of full time equivalent employees Service Delivery Goa13
Thisyear the staff at theTasteavater Treatment Plant has undertaken a majorproject to upgrade the facility
The7nusual aspect of thisproject is that thefacility is acting as the general contractorfor the project and the
work is beingperfoned by city employees inhouse The cost is estimated to be about 30 of what would
have been paidfor an outside contractor to do the avork and should save the city substantial money as avell the
project iscirrently1nderbudget avhich should allowfor more avork than originally planned to be accomplished
Total Flat Full Time
Users Quarterly Monthly Seasonal Rate Employees
FY 04 4310 3792 227 150 141 11
FY 05 4338 3820 229 148 141 11
Citizen Survev Within the ratings for the Public Works Department citizens surveyed were
asked to consider the Wastewater Treatment Plant The Wastewater Treatment Plant is rated
positively by citizens surveyed in FY 2005 with a mean rating of 421 up from 401 in FY
2004 on the scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied
with just under 2 in total very dissatisfied 5 or somewhat dissatisfied13
It is worth noting that a large percent of respondents 31 still dontknow how to rate
the Wastewater Treatment Plant Because about one in three respondents cantrate their
satisfaction level the strongly positive mean rating must be considered in light of the large
percent of respondents who have no answer However it seems quite possible that some
people are not concerned or do not wish to be concerned with issues about wastewater
treatment unless perhaps there is aproblem Therefore this high percent of non
respondents is likely not an indicator of aperformance problem with the Wastewater Treat
ment Plant especially in light of the actual performance data that suggests the plant is run
ning soundly as well as the low percent of citizens actively expressing dissatisfaction with the
citys wastewater treatment operation
9
Very dissatisfied Somew hat dissatisfied Neutral
Dontk
31
Somew hat satis
30
Very satisfied
2780
Very dissatisfied Somewhat dissatisfied Neutral
Somewhat satisfied Very satisfied Dontknow
The City of Saco is about 80 complete with a number of upgrades to its Wastewater
Treatment Plant which may increase citizen satisfaction with this city service delivery
function One of the outcomes of this work will address complaints from citizens regard
ing noise from old blowers One of the primary objectives of the work has been to im
prove odor control in thebiosolids bay and sludge holding tank
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coojeartment
ur vision statement Ho e Schooland Co unity 4 Collaborative 4dventure
inLifeong Learningguides the efforts of the Saco School Community 1eare
rmly co miffed to aping this vision a reality for all our wonderful students
The No Child Left Behind Act NCLB continues to provide numerous challenges for both
students and teachers We strive to monitor our progress in all areas and are developing
plans to address any specific needs
The Maine Learning Results continue to drive our curriculum and assessment development
The newly enacted one year moratorium has allowed us time to reflect on this framework
and make sure all assessments are used to improve instruction through collaborative data
analysis
The new Essential Programs and Services school funding model again increases state
funding for the Saco School System This year 20067 we see State aid increasing an
additional 662747 Our local proposed school budget increases approximately535 with
the local share increasing by 5138 Fixed costs such as salaries and health care along
with increases in fuel make it very difficult to present a budget with minimal increases
I wish to thank our Board of Education and our school staff for their hard work and
dedication Our students are supported by caring and dedicated professionals
Also I wish to thank our wonderful school volunteers and the community for its over
whelming support of our schools Without home school and community working
collaboratively our vision would not be attainable
Enrollments as of
April 1 2006
Gov Fairfield 274
Young 274
CKBurns 598
Saco Middle 661
Thornton Academy 971
Total 2778
Respectfully Submitted
lVicPuuee Lurie
Superintendent of Schools
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT SACO SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
SCHOOL UNION 7 2004 2005 ACTUALS
REVENUES FY 2005 FY 2004
Town Appropi7ation X141 2298 12275099
Charges for Services 49924 363417
State Shared Revenues 807647 80294 2
Other Revenues 14772 87270
Grant Receipts 16786 1090348
FoodSeiric s Program 585009 622247
TOTAL X2445561 22467803
EXPENDITURES
Instruction 173189 0 161235
Student Support Services 751128 658399
General Administration 48736 401519
School Administration 744936 70994
Operation Maintenance of Plant 18010 173725
Capital Improvements 1000 12700
Student Transportation 777812 776188
Debt Seirice 1003771 030411
Grant Programs 183902 1035 5
FoodSeiric s Program 60149 698759
TOTAL X247704 6 2340822
FUND BALANCES
General Fund Designated 376215 3780
General Fund Undesignated 54135 27915
Special Revenue Fund Grant Programs 237349 25976
TOTAL 8 66799 8 916799
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City of Saco
Board of Education
The Board of Education consists of seven members elected by ward by the voters Maine
School law sets the duties of the Board which involve governance management and
operation of the public schools including the appointment of the Superintendent of
Schools and furnishing a budget request for the support of the public schools to the
Council Mayor and City Administrator
Frmt R begin left etFJolustn Superintendeut fScals
1Vlike LafcrtuneLrrainelelan
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cerirarcaco useum
he trustees staff and volunteers of the Dyer
LibrarySaco Museum are pleased to present
our annual report for the year ending
December 31 2005 Dyer LibrarySaco Museum
is a remarkable asset and resource for the citizens of
Saco consisting of a public library Maine History j iJ
Room and Saco Museum As anonprofit
community public benefit corporation the Dyer
Library and Saco Museum deliver education recreation information and aco useum
history services with 60 of its funding from the City of Saco and 40 from
annual fund donations corporate sponsorships memberships grants and program income
During the past year the library has continued to show growth and significant progress in
meeting the information needs ofthe community Circulation oflibrary materials reached anew
high with an 8increase over 2004 115467 books CDs DVDs audiotapes and periodicals were
checked out Library visitation rose to 122286 visits with 14421 Internet usage sessions
ChildrensRoom visitation rose to 8793 a14increase This number reflects the children
staffs focus on collaboration with local schools to ensure as many school children as possible are
familiar and comfortable with the Dyer Library The Children Room of the Dyer Library is now
ranked 7 in the State ofMaine for visitation and attendance at programs a remarkable achieve
ment given the staff and collection size compared to other top ranked libraries As ofDecember
2005 the library had8217 active cardholders An amazing 292 community meetings took place in
our meeting room in 2005
Under the leadership ofAndrea Strassner the Saco Museum showed phenomenal growth
during 2005 The attendance level at the museum rose by an incredible 171 to over 10000
visitors in the past year The museum hosted six major exhibitions in 2005 including the
extremely popular Barn Again Celebrating an American Icon a traveling exhibit from the
Smithsonian and Simple Gifts The Alfred Shakers 1793931 as well as A Celebration of
Student Artwork of Saco and Dayton K8Students At the close of the current exhibit Garden
Artistry Past and Present the museum will showcase local history with The Best and the
Bizarre Saco Museum Jubilee 140 Years of Saco History Decorative Arts Curiosities The
museum director continued to take a leadership role coordinating the grant from the Maine Arts
Commission that funded Discovery ResearchCultu al Plan Project sponsor of a number of
successful cultural events including Milling About a January event that attracted 7001 00
visitors
The combined institutions of the Dyer Library and Saco Museum continue to be valuable
cultural assets helping to build a sense of community that is attractive to business leaders citizens
and visitors Serving the lifelong learning needs of the community in such a comprehensive fash
ion the Dyer Library and Saco Museum help ensure Sacos vibrant future development
a
President Board ofTrustees Executive Director
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Dear Friends
Iampleased to pass along mygreetings as the Town ofSaco embarks on anotheryear With the
New Year people are makingresolutions to turn overa new Ieafand reexamine their Iives Samepeople
will strive to Luse weight others to spend more time with friends and loved ones and others to justg
by Ialso haveplans for 2006 and that fs to eontinare to workfor thepeople ofMaine 4s yourSenator
it is myjob and responsibility to understand the wants and needs ofthe 11 millionpeople in ourgreat
stateand bring thosecanernsto Washington D C
Thepeople of Mairae werean inspiration this pastyear taking their leadfrom no onebut
themselves to helppeople near andfar furrlirNational Guard the Maaniacs traveledto the devastated
Gulf region trx help with theKatrina reov ryeorts WhenIwas ona trip to the region in September I
had the chance to meet them and see them inaction Theyapproahed their mission with dignity and
pririe and their sense of duty and compassion was strong a distinctive traitfor Mainers
The tragedy in the Gutfalso had a terrible impact an Maine and othercold weather states
through sky high energyprices Tlaunkfully with the help oftlse Low Ineome Home Energy 4ssstance
Program LiltEilP afederal heating assistanceprogram which Ihave always strongly supported and
havefought to secure usfunding our mostvulnerable citizens thispastyear received the critical help
they needed inpayingfar theirenergy bills You may be assured Iwill continue thefight to properly
fund this vitalprogram
There are many other issues that roust be addressed in Hats New Year encdadingskyroketia
health care asis the Medicare prescription drug enefit and the ongoing war in Iraq among others I
pledge as Maine seniorSenators to strive to hetp thepeople ofMaine livemprosperous andmare
healthy lives by warktng to represent their interests in Washington I1 CThat is my New Years
resolution oral it is orielwill keep
In elasing Iwould like to thank aII those that have supported mywork in Congress and thank
those flzat haveshared their insights and opinions overtheyears Iencourage you to visit my
congressional website atwwwsnoweenatovto review my workand that of the Senate as well as to
obtain helpful governmental information Pleasefeelfree to cantinas sharing any concerns or
legislative input you may have by visiting with members ofmystaffat myRegional tlffice located at 227
Main Street inBiddeford or by calling 2117824 44or tollfree in Maine at18011432599
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Saco River Corridor Commission
Communities Working Together To Protect Our Rivers
The Saco River Corridor Commission SRCC administers the Saco River Corridor Act
which was established by the legislature in 1973 Through the Act the Commission helps
oversee land use development within 500 to 1000 feet of the Saco Ossipee Little Ossipee
Rivers the Little Ossipee Flowage and Balch Lake The Commission is made up of
representatives from twenty communities bordering these water bodies Each of the twenty
municipalities has an obligation and opportunity to be represented by one regular and ane
alternate member who is appointed by the Selectmen or Mayor
The City of Saco is fortunate to have Mark Johnston and Bob Hamblen as their voice on the
Commission In a practical sense this voice gives Saco an opportunity to participate in the
present and future development patterns throughout the entire corridor The consideration of
permit applications for development is cane of the major functions of the Commission
During the past calendar year the Commission considered a total of 133 applications for
permits and amendments and held 2 public hearings for the consideration of hardship
variances Of those projects 2S were within the City of Saco
We are pleased to report that we have completed our fifth successful season of ourSaco
River Basin Water Quality Monitoring Program Currently we have over 30 volunteers
monitoring for dissohedoxygen pH turbidity temperature total Kjeidahl nitrogen total
phosphorus orthophosphate and Escherichia coll Our testing takes places on abiweekly
schedule along the Saco Ossipee and Little Ossipee Rivers at twentyseven different
locations during the months of April through October All of the information relating to the
past live years of the Commissions monitoring program can be found on ourwebsite located
atwwwsrccmaineorg
The SRCC continues to work cooperatively with a New Hampshire norlpr fit agency
dedicated to the preservation of the natural resources in the Ossipee Watershed which is a
smaller part of the Saco River Basin known as the Green Mountain Conservation Group
GMCG The GMCG has approximately 20 volunteers monitoring 15 locations throughout
the six New Hampshire towns within the Ossipee Watershed The dedication and
cooperation we have both witnessed from our volunteers is a testament to their commitment
to ensuring the quality of the water within the Saco River Basin and to the success of this
program
Saco residents who are interested in obtaining additional information about the Saco River
Corridor Commission work or for a copy of the water quality monitoring information
should feel free to call their Commission representative or Dennis Finn the Commissions
Executive Director The Commission office is located at 20 Main Street in Cornish Maine
Telephone 2076258123 and can be found on the web at nvsrccmaineorg
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